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EDITORIAL

LETTERS TO THE EDITORS
Dear Lot’s Wife,

Jamie Blaker

Before the beginning of this year, I didn’t know a thing about student politics. I
was normal. I didn’t know that the MSA had a president, or where their offices
were. I didn’t know what a SSAF was and I didn’t have the faintest clue as to who
our Vice Chancellor was. I did, however, collect some vague perceptions about the
Socialist groups on campus, mainly through their guest appearances at the beginnings of my lectures. Anyway, I remember that I appreciated their enthusiasm, but
that I disliked something about them. I can’t remember what they were talking
about, but I just remember that they were aggressive. I mean, obviously I wasn’t
thinking too deeply about it, but I remember thinking that I didn’t want to be led
by someone like that, because that kind of aggression scares me.
Anyway, by the beginning of this year, I knew all about student politics, and I
had come to know many of the student politicians. It’s probably no surprise that
all of the members of the Socialist Alternative turned out to be perfectly friendly
people in the corridors. Through my discussions with them, it became clear that
they pursue their various causes with admirable and good intent. So, when those
same faces recently got together and placed their collective pathologies on full
display, it was upsetting that I couldn’t just dismiss them as angry lecture-bashers
anymore. Benjamin Needleman’s letter to the editor provides a good summary of
what I am referring to. In essence, the Monash Jewish Society were hosting a guest
speaker who was to speak generally about Iran. A Pro-Palestine group comprised
of the same old faces attended the lecture and, before the end, stood up with a
mega phone in hand and held the event to ransom, first chanting “Israel, usa, how
many kids have you killed today?” and then “Israel out of Palestine or face the intifada”. Generally, they screamed at the guest speaker aggressively and hysterically
about their rights to scream, and they continued to do this for over
5 minutes.
Emanuele Ottolenghi, the speaker, did an inspirational job of condemning
what he noted to be “hollow intellectualism”. The whole episode was inherently
victimising. I don’t know much about Palestine or Israel, and so I don’t have an
opinion on the matter. I do however know that Jewish people have a range of
opinions on the issue and, as such, they cannot be confused with the Israeli state.
Particularly because Dr Ottolenghi’s speech had nothing to do with Palestine, the
message was that this protest was against Jewish people generally. And that really
upset me, and others.
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Melinda Bladier

Easter has come and gone in a frenzy of chocolate, chocolate, more chocolate, and
not nearly enough study. University has now resumed, the chocolate is a distant,
tooth-decaying memory and those assignments simply won’t go away no matter
how hard I wish. No Easter miracles there. Despite my discontent with the brevity
of the holidays, my looming dental bill and looming deadlines, Easter did provide
some positives to reflect on. It’s not often, amongst a flurry of work and social
activity, that I make time to spend with my extended family. This Easter, dragged
away from this job by my Dad with promises of chocolate (are you beginning to
detect my weakness?), I spent a weekend away with the family. At 22, this is not
cool. It’s not hip, it’s not trendy, it’s not even remotely close to groovy. But it is
grounding.
Family, like good friends and chocolate, are always there to pull you away from
the desk when they know that you’ve been working too much. They’re annoying, they’re obnoxious, they cheat when playing board games and they’re the only
people who still feel justified in treating you like a child. But, hidden beneath a
propensity to tell you off for poor table manners and swearing is a genuine care,
and a hope that, at 22, you are still malleable to some influence from the people
who have been the most influential in your life to this point.
Sure, I may have attended the family weekend more out of some ingrained
sense of guilt than teeming enthusiasm, but sometimes it is pleasant to reflect on
what has been in order to better appreciate what is to come. Big family functions
play an increasingly small role in my life, and the role that they do play becomes
increasingly less like the sweetness of chocolate, and more like the dull toothache
it leaves behind when eaten to excess. The thing about cavities, though, is that no
matter how well you fill them up, the original hole will always remain as evidence
of the pleasures engaged in.
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One of the great things about being at a large university like Monash is diversity. It’s always been part of
the student experience to see people come together
and actively participate in political dialogue. But there
is a line – a line between genuine activism and vitriolic hate. During a fascinating, informative lecture
organised by the Monash Jewish Students’ Society
(MonJSS) featuring Dr Emanuele Ottelenghi talking
about Iran’s nuclear ambitions, Students for Palestine
(SFP) crossed that line.
A delegation of 10 to 12 members of SFP sat
through the entire talk, including question time,
quietly holding up placards for their cause, which we
at MonJSS had no issue with whatsoever. It was only
when a leader of SFP and office bearer of the MSA,
Laura Riccardi, abruptly interrupted the talk that the
SFP platform descended into farce.
SFP’s behaviour was reprehensible. Riccardi, elected to represent Monash students, unjustly interrupted
the speaker – spewing off-topic abuse and allegations
against him and our members. In a premeditated attack against our event, another SFP leader produced
a megaphone and began chanting offensive slogans
calling for the destruction of the State of Israel.
In addition to chanting for a one-state of Palestine, the chant “Israel out of Palestine, Israel out of
Gaza, Israel out of Palestine, long live the Intifada”
was an abuse of free speech. “Intifada” is an Arabic
term describing a series of violent periods where suicide bombings in restaurants, cafes and bus stations
were routine. It is unacceptable for anyone – particularly SFP as an affiliated university club – to support
another violent Intifada. This is especially true given
the death toll on each side reached the thousands, and
amongst them was a 15-year old girl from Melbourne,
Malki Roth, who was killed by a suicide bomber as
she ate pizza with her teenage friends. Seeing the
substantial Palestinian civilian death toll as well, it is
obscenely misguided for a group purporting to represent the interests of Palestinians to support bloodshed
as a means to an end.
The protest by SFP was discriminatory. At an
educational talk that focused entirely on Iran and

its controversial nuclear program, for SFP to protest
against Israel at an event run by the Jewish Students’
Society that had no connection to Israel or Palestine,
only highlights an ugly tactic of SFP to demonise
the Jewish community in place of the Israeli Government. Only in February, SFP attempted to organise a
protest aimed at philanthropist Rabbi Joseph Gutnick
outside the synagogue at which a hall was named in
his honour (although Rabbi Gutnick does not go
there – so the protest would only have attracted the
attention of Jews observing the Sabbath). This clearly
crosses the line from anti-Israel protest to behaviour
which many see as anti-Semitic.
The protest achieved only two outcomes: Riccardi
has brought the MSA’s social justice portfolio into
disrepute, and SfP has embarrassed itself by lacking respect of fellow students and showing absolute
contempt for any opinion divergent from their own.
Despite this incident, MonJSS is still hopeful that
peaceful and constructive dialogue can exist between
our two groups.
The entire recording of Dr Ottolenghi’s insightful
address is available at facebook.com/MonJSS.

tion of the usefulness or validity of censorship in this
context.
The most outlandish assertion in Bandara’s letter
is that my arguments ‘legitimise’ rape. That is an extraordinary claim; indeed, I cannot help but wonder
if she also believes that we legitimise torture by not
banning jokes about Guantanamo Bay, or murder by
permitting jokes about organised crime. Of course,
most would treat such a position with deserved
disdain; why, then, do we give credence to similar
arguments about rape?
It is right, however, that we do not forgo a critical approach. Permission does not necessarily imply
endorsement. Misogyny and ignorance ought to be
challenged by vigorous argumentation wherever possible; the censor’s pen, on the other hand, can only
foster a siege mentality within its targets whilst running the serious risk of sacrificing civil freedoms for
the sake of moral correctness.
Sincerely, David Heslin

Benjamin Needleman and Dean Sherr:
committee members of Monash Jewish
Students’ Society MonJSS).

Dear Lot’s Wife,
Yoshi Bandara’s response (Lot’s Wife Edition 2, 2012)
to my article on offensive humour seems to have
missed the main contention of my piece: that, in its
very essence, censorship of humour is dangerous and
counterproductive.
Bandara spends the bulk of her letter arguing that
rape is a troubling and widespread phenomenon in
our society . This is not a point of dispute. What she
fails to posit convincingly on any level is that censorship is an appropriate response to jokes about these
crimes. The question of whether jokes can legitimise
and normalise rape certainly makes for a challenging
topic, but only constitutes part of the wider ques-
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MONASH NEWS

AN ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW OF
THE MENZIES RENOVATION

SSAF DISTRIBUTION STILL UNDER CONTENTION
Melinda Bladier

A

ccording to MSA President Esther
Hood, at the final SSAF negotiation
held with the University, on the afternoon of the speak-out, the University
maintained that all SSAF revenue had been allocated
and there was no room for further redistribution.
Instead, the University has agreed to give $50,000 of
the $70,000 set aside for University run development
of student activity on Clayton campus to the MSA.
This funding will still be spent on the development
of student activities. The University has also agreed to
give the MSA $30,000 from pre-existing University
funding pools.
The University will use funding from its University Run Student Services portion of the SSAF
revenue to fund a new position for an Unwanted

Tom Adolph

Sexual Attention staff member. Although funded by
the University, this position will be run through the
MSA and work closely with the Women’s and Queer
departments.
The distribution of the SSAF funding dedicated
to capital works also came under question in recent
negotiations, with the MSA submitting a number of
proposals recommending ways in which they would
like money spent. The University has agreed to dedicate between $560,000 and $818,000 to the renovation of the cellar rooms in the campus centre, and the
provision of new furniture for this space. From 2013,
the University will contribute an unspecified amount
of funding to the renovation of MSA spaces, to create
a more accessible, student central area. The University
has proposed the building of a sound shell, with a

built in PA and lighting system, on Clayton campus.
This will allow more bands to play on campus and
increase the quality of music events.
On the issue of car parking permit prices the
University has said, according to President Hood,
that there is no scope for significant reduction of
prices. There is some potential for the introduction of
a tiered system, in which MSA members would pay
less for parking, however the University has given no
indication of the discount that such a system would
entail.
The University’s response to the latest negotiations
will be taken to the Monash Student Council for discussion on Wednesday April 18. Any further action
will be determined by the reaction of Council to these
developments.

ANY DAY STUDENT SPECIAL:
$15 Parma and Pot
Like The Nott on Facebook
facebook.com/thenott.fanpage

“MSA President Esther Hood at the speak out”
Photo Credit: Richard Plumridge
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niversities throughout history have
been strong patrons of architecture,
frequently engaging architects to design
significant buildings with the intention
for them to become the focus of pride and a symbol
of quality and excellence for the university. It is reassuring to see this continue with Monash University,
RMIT University, and the University of Melbourne
all recently commissioning new works. The renovation of the Menzies Building at the Clayton Monash
University campus is of particular importance.
Renovation is a commonly undervalued method
of development, particularly in the spheres of commercial and institutional architecture. It moves
beyond being a simple refurbishment and can give
new life to a building in a very affordable, sustainable, and preservation-friendly way. More than 50%
of the buildings we will have in 2050 already exist.
So if we are to move towards an environmentally
sustainable future, a significant part of this effort will
be transforming and reusing our existing building
stock. Further, where there is value in the existing
building it makes perfect sense for it to be kept. This
is exactly what Monash University has done with the
Menzies Building.
The building is an iconic modernist piece of
architecture that represents an earlier stage of architectural patronage by Monash University. For a long
time it achieved the goal of being a symbol of pride
for the campus. While for many there is no doubt
that the Menzies Building is an unfashionable piece
of furniture in modernity, there are aspects of the
building that remain invaluable despite the swings
and roundabout of fashion.
Most critical of these is the excellent access to
natural light and ventilation evident right throughout
the building. The thin profile of the building (one
room either side of the corridor) means that nearly
every room has access to an operable window. Despite this seeming a simple thing, it is something that
we don’t fully appreciate until we find ourselves in a
space without any windows. Also, it is an invaluable

sustainability feature of a building.
The existing building also has utilises an ideal
solar orientation, an easily navigable plan, a beautiful
classically inspired arcade and blinds on the north
façade reminiscent of Mies Van der Rohe’s famous
Seagram Building in New York.
In the $75 million renovation, these areas of the
building have been left untouched. All the resources
have been poured into the ground floor and circulation spaces (i.e. spaces that people use to get from
one place to another such as staircases and lift lobbies).
This approach ensures that a maximum impact is
achieved from the investment: everyone who uses the
building will use the ground floor, the lifts and the
staircases, so everyone will benefit from the renovation. Also, the focusing of attention on the intersection of the T-shape plan means that every time
somebody walks between wings or changes levels they
will experience the new environment.
The new staircases are a particularly valuable addition. Rather than being tight, enclosed, concrete
shells behind a closed door, they are generously sized,
centrally located and beautifully designed. Flooding them with natural light and offering extensive
views has made them particularly inviting. Designing
them in this a way encourages people to use the stairs
rather than the lifts whenever they only have a few
levels to change. This, in turn, has the potential to
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create a healthier, more social and more lively atmosphere within the building.
Where there is a new lift core provided to the
south east, it’s lobbies too is spacious and filled with
light. The large and seemingly endless windows at the
end of these lobbies offer beautifully framed views
of the surrounding area from a rare vantage point in
suburbia. The first glimpse of these windows is a moment that surprises and captures the imagination.
Concentrating the budget on such a specific area
has meant that an extraordinary degree of quality
can be achieved. The dramatic lighting scheme, three
level void spaces, timber detailing, and laser cut metal
screens make the circulation spaces feel more like a
luxury hotel environment than a typical university
campus environment.
The best architecture, apart from being environmentally sustainable and socially responsible, has
the power the affect the way we feel when we are
within it. While this project is already commendable
because it continues Monash University’s patronage
of architecture and preserves the existing respected
Menzies Building, it is especially successful because it
appears to have the power to make students and staff
feel valued, privileged and hopefully a little bit proud
of their University.
Tom Adolph is a third year Architecture
Student at RMIT
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IN CONVERSATION WITH RUSSELL SKELTON
Melinda Bladier and James Grout speak with the award winning journalist and author.

I

n 1970, amidst protest about the Vietnam War,
conscription and a huge amount of political
activity on the grounds of Monash University,
Russell Skelton was the editor of Lot’s Wife.
For Skelton, Lot’s Wife marked the beginning of
an exceptional career in journalism, one which has
spanned decades, continents, and a series of pressing social issues. Skelton, who has served in various
capacities at The Age, including Foreign Correspondent, State Political Editor and currently Contributing Editor, is quietly spoken, articulate, and clearly
passionate about his work.
During his tenure at Lot’s Wife, Skelton describes
the atmosphere on campus as “people wanting to
challenge authority, saying no, we don’t just have to
accept what’s going on”. The loss of political engagement on campus since the 60s and 70s, Skelton
suggests, is due to a broader societal change, “I think
society itself, the nature of work, the nature of everything, has changed… there’s a lot more uncertainty…
people are less willing to rock the boat”. Whilst this
change was perhaps inevitable, given the introduction
of compulsory fees and a less stable work force, it has
changed the nature of education. “I always regarded
uni as a place of ideas and a place of challenging a lot
of things, and if that’s gone, it’s really sad.”
Skelton suggests that during his era at Monash,
newspapers were “far more powerful, far more influential, and a big part of the public and national conversation in a more dominant way”. It was the lure
of being part of this powerful conversation, and the
romanticisation of ground-breaking stories such as
the Watergate scandal, which provided a huge attraction for a young man with strong ideals and a desire
to contribute to the public awareness of social issues.
In recent years, traditional journalism has lost the
power to “change the course of history”. The current
state of domestic media is, according to Skelton, quite
unhealthy due to the dominance of Rupert Murdoch’s News Limited, resulting in an industry lacking
any real plurality. More broadly speaking, the media
industry is undergoing prolonged structural changes
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which are “tremendously exciting” because of the
range of new platforms that are emerging. Skelton has
spent large amounts of time covering issues of Indigenous disadvantage in remote communities. Emerging
technologies, such as smart phones and iPads, mean
that people in these communities can easily access
online media. Print media is often difficult to access
in remote locations, meaning that the readership of
Skelton’s articles is increased by this technology.
New media such as twitter and blogging has attracted a lot of criticism, with people suggesting it is
corroding quality journalism and distracting focus
from serious policy issues due to a compulsion to
feed the 24-7 news cycle it is often synonymous with.
Although Skelton agrees that there are entrenched
problems with the 24-7 news cycle, he puts this down
to two factors. Politicians have not learnt to cope with
the 24-7 cycle, and neither has the media, leading to
spin and loss of perspective on which issues are and
aren’t important. However, “the process in itself is
not necessarily a bad thing” – it is the non-discerning
hunger for new information that is problematic.
For Skelton, an analysis of public policy has always been at the forefront of journalism. Skelton pinpoints this fascination back to early days at Monash
with debate about whether the Vietnam War was
worth fighting. “Public policy and whether it’s effective or not has really dominated my whole approach
to journalism”.
In 2004, Skelton received a message from a friend
suggesting that he go to Papunya, a remote Indigenous community near Alice Springs. Skelton was
shocked by what he found. The community, which
had previously been known for its vibrant, successful arts scene, was rundown and rife with substance
abuse and welfare dependency. The result of Skelton’s
investigations is ‘King Brown Country: The Betrayal
of Papunya’, for which he won a Walkley Award in
2011. This book, he says, “is really an examination
of the failure of public policy, and how a community
can go backwards despite all the money thrown at
it”. The overarching premise is that “policy should be
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more considered and richer”.
On the Northern Territory intervention, Skelton
is considered in his response. He believes that “it had
a certain value” but has “outgrown its usefulness”.
Whilst writing ‘King Brown Country’ he came to the
conclusion that what Australia needed was a “backyard blitz”, which came with the intervention. The
nation got the wakeup call that it needed, but as a
result “Aboriginal men got stereotyped as child abusers… the whole debate became politicised, a number
of things were heavy handed… there were a lot of
negatives that came out of it”.
The situation in remote Indigenous communities
was “an unfolding tragedy, where you had people being put on welfare, you had equal pay, and all of the
Aboriginal people who were working on big pastoral
properties were consequently fired and replaced by
motorbikes. So they were all unemployed.” In some
cases, the system of welfare quarantine implemented
during the intervention was welcomed and allowed
Indigenous families to spend money on food and other essentials that would otherwise have been squandered on alcohol. In other cases, it was neither wanted
nor needed. Skelton speaks of governments investing
money into the communities and at the same time
withdrawing support, leaving “a terrible cocktail of
things which in principle made sense; of course they
should have equal wage, of course they should have
all these things – nobody’s arguing that these things
shouldn’t have happened- but people didn’t construct
policy to make sure there was a proper transition,
and that there were jobs and schools and other things
created at the time… they’ve created this terrible mess
as a result”.
‘King Brown Country’ touches on bureaucratic
nightmares and policy makers who are horrendously
out of touch with the reality of what is happening on
the ground. Skelton is skeptical in his analysis of the
reasons for this, finally saying that “everybody’s well
intentioned in this debate, on all sides. And everybody’s got a justification for what they’re doing…
but there is a gap in Canberra, or even in Sydney or

Darwin for that matter.” This gap is entrenched in
Australian history, and part of an ongoing narrative of
bureaucrats unable to find meaningful solutions for
incredibly complex issues.
Skelton has written extensively on youth suicide
and substance abuse in remote Indigenous communities, and sees them as symptoms of underlying issues.
He identifies foetal alcohol syndrome as “a huge
sleeping issue”, and one that is likely to plague Indigenous communities in the future due to the current
proliferation of “young girls who are sexually active,
don’t know they’re pregnant and are binge drinking”.
He doesn’t see these issues through racial or cultural
prisms, but through “a prism of what happens to
people when they’re put in this situation”. Substance
abuse, welfare dependency and domestic violence are
not, and never have been, part of Indigenous culture,
so the blame lies with poorly applied public policy.
Public policy, Skelton agrees, does have the
potential to entrench social gaps. “No policy should
be blanket, because policies have unintended consequences all the time – even the intervention had
unintended consequences.”
The solution is perhaps an amalgamation of topdown andbottom-up approaches. Skelton has seen
examples of bottom-up solutions working incredibly

well, most often in communities where there is an
active, widely respected group of Elders. He is able to
identify a camp in Alice Springs which is “pristine…
the kids all go to school, drunks are thrown out of the
community.” The difference between this camp and
the others in Alice Springs is that they have free hold
title over the land, whereas the others are on Crown
land. “They’re all Arrernte people and they’re extremely proud of that.”
Skelton sees his role in this process as similar to
that of a foreign correspondent. “I don’t set myself up
as a spokesperson for Aboriginal people… I’m a white
fella from Anglo-Saxon heritage, I live in a country
called Australia, and I look at public policy debate.”
Whilst covering Indigenous issues can be challenging, Skelton has received enormous support for his
writing, both from within and outside of Indigenous
communities. He finds it “tremendously heartening” to be able to speak to members of Indigenous
communities and “have access to their hopes and
ambitions or their criticisms”. ‘King Brown Country’
is largely informed by Aboriginal people, many of
whom asked not to be identified for fear of repercussions. However, they wanted their story told, and
Skelton was able to provide a voice.
When asked why there is so little mainstream

discourse about Indigenous issues such as high levels
of youth suicide, Skelton answers “I don’t know. I
ask myself that question.” Whilst some media outlets
put considerable resources into this coverage, eastern
based papers are “very focused on their own communities”. Skelton doesn’t ascribe this to any notion
of racism, but to a market-perception of some editors
which he suggests is possibly misguided.
Whether Skelton’s coverage of Indigenous issues
makes a tangible difference to the communities is for
others to judge. His articles, which are often brutally
shocking and deeply revealing of an aspect of Australian society which frequently gets pushed under a rug,
are written because of Skelton’s strong conviction that
there should be a strong public awareness of what is
actually happening. As the media industry continues
to revolutionise Skelton is happy to ride the tide of
change, satisfied that despite the print press’ loss of
power, journalism still has an important social role.
His abiding motivation, whether writing on Indigenous or other issues, is to “increase discussion and
keep people focused on the issues and the complexities of these issues”. The medium may have changed,
but the message remains the same.
Photo provided courtesy of Russell Skelton

Russell Skelton with Marion Scrymgour, independent Labor Member
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POLITICS

HOW TO… PROVE THAT CLIMATE CHANGE IS REAL
THE QUEENSLAND LABOR PARTY PERSPECTIVE

T

he Queensland Labor Party: Devastated.
Crushed. Destroyed. Almost nonexistent. The results of the Queensland
State elections were bad for the Labor
Party. On March 24th, 44 Labor Party members were
swept from office, reducing the number of Labor
seats in State Parliament from 51 to 7. The Party was
decimated, and the LNP rose triumphantly to take its
rightful position of power in the red-neck heartland
of Australia. Was this result an apocalyptic precursor
to the anticipated Federal election results next year? A
sign that humanity really is doomed? A prelude to the
end of the world that the Mayans predicted all those
years ago? (who would have guessed that they could
see Tony Abbott coming all the way back then?)

Chuckling all the way to the apocalypse

1. Climate change is a key Federal issue.
2. Tony “climate change is not real” Abbott and the
Liberal Party maintain an agenda of non-committance to climate change action.
3. Gillard is struggling to convince the electorate that
the carbon tax is necessary. She’s also struggling to
convince them that her Prime Ministerial position is
necessary.

What Federal Labor needed was a natural disaster.
We’ve gone through floods, bushfires and drought;
it was time for something new, a disaster bigger and
better than ever.
Solution: a political landslide. Not only would this
prove that climate change is real, magically convincing everyone (especially the mining industry) to support the carbon tax, it would also make people cry.
Enter politician holding strategically positioned baby,
happy snapping photographer and sympathetic public. End result: votes. The QLD Labor Party needed
to take one for the team.
The fall of QLD Labor is not a story of woe. It is a
story of self-sacrifice for the greater good. It is a story
of one incompetent government losing all for the betterment of their Federal counterparts. The landslide
was real. People cried. Photographers snapped. Tony
Abbott popped the champagne.
The apocalypse is now. It’s a shame that in 12
months time we won’t have a climate policy to deal
with it.

4. The Greens are being non-pragmatic. No surprises there.
5. Natural disasters can be interpreted as proof that
climate change is real.

A RACE TO THE BOTTOM
Rebecca Irvine

For the mercifully uninitiated, the USA’s Republican Party primaries are a countrywide mediaeval style
contest that ultimately decide who goes like a lamb to the slaughter to face Obama in the next presidential
election. Challenges include: who can most frequently invoke the almighty God, who can express the most
anti-gay sentiments and who can deplore abortions with the most moral outrage; and the stakes are high.
Why do I care, I hear you ask? Well, there’s not much reason to other than for the sake of pure entertainment.
So, allow the humble author to provide you with a field guide to this year’s three best Republican candidates.

NEWT GINGRICH

MITT ROMNEY

RICK SANTORUM*

“I read ‘Men Who Hate Women and the Women
Who Love Them’ and I found frightening pieces
that related to…my own life.”

“I believe in an America where millions of
Americans believe in an America that’s the
America millions of Americans believe in.
That’s the America I love.”

“I think the dangers of contraception in this
country…It’s not okay. It’s a licence to do
things in a sexual realm that is counter to
how things are supposed to be.”

Almost known more for the terrifying face of
his 3rd wife than for his own, Newt Gingrich
learnt about divorce at an early age, when his
parents’ marriage fell apart only a few days after
what was most likely a shotgun wedding (I did
the maths). Now, normally I’m not one to dig
marital skeletons out of the closet, but I think
it’s worth noting that Newt’s first wife was his
former high school geometry teacher (mercifully only seven years his senior). You may also
know Gingrich for 5 Principles for a Successful
Life, which he co-authored with his daughter,
although I’m unsure of exactly what qualified
them for the job. Roman Catholic and right
wing as he can be, Gingrich looks like the least
likely candidate to win.

If the above quote isn’t enough to bring back
haunting memories of Republican presidencies
past, it turns out that Mitt Romney’s father is
called George W. as well; also a former politician, a coincidence that sends chills down one’s
spine, and its only compunded by recent news
that George Bush Snr has officially backed his
candidacy. Romney has served as a Mormon missionary in France, but only has one wife to date
(that we know about). Having served as CEO
of Bain & Co., it’s safe to assume that Romney
represents big business. This is Romney’s second
shot at becoming president (he lost the primary
to John McCain in 2008) and it looks like this
year’s his lucky one.

Being anti-gay marriage isn’t exactly a novelty for
a Republican candidate, but Santorum takes it
one step further and condemns contraception as
well, shedding a little more light on the origins
of his brood of eight children. In response to
anti-gay comments by Santorum in 2003, an
online campaign was initiated, popularising a
new definition for “santorum” which you’ll now
find in the Urban Dictionary and other places
as “the frothy mixture of lube and faecal matter
that is sometimes the by-product of anal sex.”
Currently coming second in the race, there’s still a
chance that Santorum could lead the Republicans to
the next election.

6. Natural disasters often make people cry.
That result was one natural disaster too many

On the surface, the outlook is grim. State Labor
is doomed, Federal Labor is doomed, I’m leaving the
country as soon as Abbott takes power - we’ve heard it
all before. But what if the QLD landslide was a deviously concocted plan to help Federal Labor? Consider
the facts:
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7. Crying often leads to sympathy, which occasionally
leads to votes – ask Anna Bligh, it’s the only reason
she got any.
Therefore: If Labor could convince people that
climate change is real, and make them cry, they could
get votes!

* Subsequent to the writing of this article,
Santorum dropped out of the race. But we
still think he’s a pretty funny guy and
worthy of a mention.

I laugh in the face of certain obliteration
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POLITICS

POLITICS

#BONY2012: MOURNING THE LOSS OF
SANITY IN THE AGE OF SOCIAL MEDIA

VILE KYLE: BILE, OR STYLE?
Bren Carruthers

I

n late November last year, 2Day
FM’s Sydney-based radio host
Kyle Sandilands once again
landed himself in trouble with
broadcasting authorities after a vitriolic attack on a female journalist. The
woman in question, Alison Stephenson,
wrote a piece for news.com.au reporting the negative online response to the
short-lived TV show Kyle and Jackie
O’s Night with the Stars. Sandilands
struck back the next morning during The Kyle and Jackie O Show with
remarkable force:
“Some fat slag on news.com.au has
already branded it a disaster. You can
tell by reading the article that she just
hates us and has always hated us. What
a fat bitter thing you are. You’re deputy
editor of an online thing. You’ve got
a nothing job anyway. You’re a piece
of shit.

“The man does
use controversy
as a primary
engine behind his
celebrity.”
“You’re supposed to be impartial,
you little troll. You’re a bullshit artist,
girl. You should be fired from your job.
Your hair’s very 90s. And your blouse.
You haven’t got that much titty to be
having that low cut a blouse. Watch
your mouth or I’ll hunt you down.”
The Australian Communications
and Media Authority (ACMA) recently
concluded its investigation into the
matter, with ACMA Chairman Chris
Chapman deeming the attack “deeply
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derogatory and offensive,” and in
breach of the Commercial Radio Codes
of Practice 2011. The regulatory body
has now imposed special licence conditions on 2Day FM which “prohibit the
radio station from broadcasting indecent content and content that demeans
women or girls.”
It is incredibly easy to justify these
sanctions. In a society such as ours,
where any hints of bullying or degradation – particularly in the public
eye – are stamped upon ferociously, the
ACMA have acted to the full extent of
their admittedly limited ability. Kyle
Sandilands has already been heavily
involved in a number of disturbing
on-air incidents. Most notably, in July
2009, a segment involving strapping a
fourteen-year-old girl to a lie detector
received international condemnation
when the youth was forced to admit
live-to-air that she had been raped at
the age of twelve.
Despite all of this, Southern Cross
Austereo, the company responsible,
holds firm in its defence of Kyle Sandilands and his frequent subversions of
acceptable radio conduct. In a quickfire press release, Rhys Holleran, the
CEO of Southern Cross Austereo, was
quoted as saying, “2Day FM’s core audience is women, predominantly young
women. 2Day FM has built its significant audience over the past decade by
broadcasting programs which appeal to
women and their interests in a relevant
and entertaining way.” The release also
reported that “less than 400 complaints were received in response to Mr
Sandilands’ comments... approximately
80% of these were not from listeners of

the program.”
Assuming these figures are true,
then it’s worth fighting our base instincts and realigning our perception
away from demonising Kyle Sandilands
for just a moment, instead taking into
consideration precisely what these
numbers reflect. They suggest that
the situation isn’t as clear-cut as one
might think.
The primary market for The Kyle
and Jackie O Show is the female 18-39
year old demographic, and the show
is regularly reported to be one of the
top-rating radio shows in the country.
It is syndicated to 78 radio stations
nationwide. If it is true that only about
80 people who listened to the show live
felt the need to complain, the ability of
Sandilands’ regular listeners to accept
such rhetoric is astounding to say
the least.
It’s difficult to speculate as to why
Kyle’s audience is open to such concessions. Perhaps there is an expectation
that Kyle Sandilands will always spew
contentious and controversial bile, and
that anything that is forcefully ejected
from his mouth should be largely
ignored. The man does use controversy
as a primary engine behind his celebrity. At any rate, it’s unsavoury to think
that such a significant percentage of
the female population can justify any
situation in which a man so publically
degrades and demeans a woman on the
basis of her physical appearance, let
alone with the addition of a physical
threat.
Undoubtedly, these complaints have
been made with the best of intentions. Potentially protecting a young,
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impressionable radio listener from that
sort of verbal attack is alone adequate
justification, and any public threat to
hunt someone down should be met
with full-bodied concern and criticism.
These complaints aren’t an act of political correctness; they’re simply a case of
social conscience.
However, levelling complaints at
Kyle Sandilands for his chauvinistic
rhetoric is arguably no different to
complaining about the stubborn on-air
conservatism of Steve Price, suggesting
that Richard Mercer enables stalkers,
or getting indignant about Richard
Kingsmill’s insistence on playing Aussie hip-hop on Triple J. Each of these
presenters broadcasts material that can
be construed as offensive and harmful,
depending on the listener. Morality
and the boundaries of ‘good taste’ are
subjective, and whilst many may find
Sandilands’ rhetoric abhorrent, this
subjectivity goes some way in explaining the continuing tolerance and
acceptance of his frequent indiscretions.
Ultimately, it is for the greater
audience to decide what is moral and
amoral, right and wrong, – as disheartening as that may be to those of us with
fierce political and social compasses.
During the ACMA press conference
upon the release of the final report,
a single female voice reportedly rose
above the press gang and asked: “If he
called a man a fat prick would it be
okay?” In truth, it’s only a question
that can be answered by the audience
according to their social values, not the
media authority.

Haseena Manek

I

n this age of YouTube sensations and the surprisingly ubiquitous “I’ll meet you on Facebook,” it can’t come as much of a surprise when
social media, our contemporary public forum,
crosses paths with the original public form, politics.
When it comes to advocacy and activism, we have
laid down our picket signs in favour of hashtags (#),
and write our scathing (and hopefully still rhythmic)
slogans to fit into 140 characters or less.
This bleeds into other areas of our lives, too.
Nowadays, when we encounter a beautiful landscape,
we don’t sit back and admire, we add it to our Mobile
Uploads on Facebook. When a view of the night sky
makes us ponder our insignificance, we don’t write
nihilistic poetry to be celebrated after our death, we
tweet about it.
I’ll admit that the speed at which information can
be shared — and the extent — presents a promising
possibility for communication between grassroots
organizations and their campaigns. But if all our effort goes into maintaining our online lives, we’ll end
up with a generation of kids that would rather “like”
something than really fight for it.
Political activism has become superficial and
trendy, just another thing to change on our Timeline. For example, kony 2012, the 30-minute video
produced by Invisible Children, Inc., took about a
month to live out its internet sensation lifecycle (last
week famous, this week infamous and next week not
as interesting as the latest lolcat).
What is most concerning about the dramatic takeoff and then crash-and-burn of the campaign is the
collateral damage it has caused in its downfall. These
are losses I think we should be mourning.
First: The invisible Ugandans.

I don’t mean the ‘invisible children’ that the
campaign was supposedly concerned with; I mean
all of the Ugandan politicians, activists and community organizers whose work was made invisible to
the international world by the kony campaign. The
campaign implied that there is no active effort on
the part of the Ugandan people to protect themselves
from the dangers of war, or to develop and maintain
sustainable resources. This is simply untrue. There are
a number of organizers in Uganda working to provide
the kind of resources and services that the kony2012
video would make you think are nonexistent. Plus,
the video inaccurately represented both the Lord’s
Resistance Army and the Ugandan Army, painting a
portrait that more closely resembled a Uganda from
several years ago. Uganda is not currently perfect and
we shouldn’t forget about it, but when it comes to activist efforts we have to ensure that we don’t discount
the work of local initiatives in developing countries. It
is imperative to ensure that we understand the realities and history of a situation if we are trying to
get involved.
Second: Real activism.
The work that kony2012 advocates is the opposite of work. It is buying bracelets and ‘liking’ links
and nothing that promotes peaceful development in
Uganda. The end-goal of the campaign is to maintain
a us military presence in Uganda, and you are wanted
to help achieve that by doing a whole lot of nothing.
Call me nostalgic, but I almost miss the misinformed
appeals of World Vision campaigners at my door.
At least they knew how to pound the pavement!
Young people now are required to do no legwork, no
research. Who needs to read when campaigns like this
one are clogging up your News Feed? People don’t
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have to bother learning about Uganda and its history;
there is a ready-made video telling them what to
think and who to support (or not support). This is a
huge problem for the next generation, who are going
to grow up on a diet of YouTube videos and slacktivism and no critical thinking skills.
Third: Jason Russell.
He got a lot of flack for the kony2012 video, and
justifiably so. But when he showed up on the streets
of California naked, the rumours of drugs, alcohol
and public masturbation went just as viral as the image of his young son discussing military leader Joseph
Kony. As much as I think his video was extremely
problematic — more a hindrance than a help to
Uganda — I can’t help feeling bad for the guy. What
is the lesson here kids? Do your homework before
you produce a tear-jerking documentary starring your
own child and a token African orphan that you put
online, or be prepared to face a wave of international
criticism.
The final word here is: read. Be critical. Social
media, that is, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and all the
powers that be of the World Wide Web, are extremely
potent and powerful tools for the dissemination of information. They are great because they are so accessible. With enough friends or followers you don’t need
official airtime to spread a message, you just need a
few clicks of the mouse.
But, because anyone can easily share the words
and images that support their views, we need to be
increasingly critical of what we are consuming. I
don’t just mean actually checking if the references in
a Wikipedia article are legitimate, I mean doing a bit
of real research when you hear about something that
might be a real concern.
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A GUIDE TO COFFEE CERTIFICATION LABELS

INDEPENDENT BOOKSTORES: TURNING A NEW LEAF
Ebony Bowden

Despite pressure from larger commercial bookstores
and online sales, independent bookstores are fighting
back. One example of this is Elsternwick’s Sunflower
Bookstore, which is currently in its fifteenth year.
Since the closure of Dymocks a few doors down, Sunflower Bookstore is more popular than ever.
The economic downturn and competitive online
prices have meant a dark year in bookselling. The collapse of REDgroup’s Borders and Angus & Robertson
stores, along with import barriers on books entering
Australia, has led to a 7% fall in overall book sales.
Melbourne University Publishing head Louise Adler
says that eBooks sales, which currently represent 5%
of book sales in Australia, could grow to as much
as 25% of sales by 2014. Despite this, independent
bookstores are still opening around Australia, offering
a higher knowledge of books and a better selection.
“Going into a bookstore is an experience for many
people. We are independent – that means we decide
which books we keep here. We are not being dictated to by a head office,” says Sunflower Bookstore’s
co-owner, Zev Zur. “Many people are expressing

their wish to support local [stores], rather than spend
money somewhere else.”
The 2011 closure of REDgroup’s 190 Angus &
Robertson and Borders stores has been blamed on a
multitude of factors. These include the “superstore”
model of Borders, which meant excessive rent costs,
along with an inability to discount their books. Stores
like Big W and Target offer a permanent discount of
35% on their largest best-selling books, while overseas
online booksellers offer discounts of up to 50%. 2500
jobs were lost due to the closure of REDgroup.
Since the collapse of REDgroup, the market share
of Australia’s independent bookstores has actually increased. “A lot happened last year…and the publicity
was not necessarily correct. The feeling was that books
were a dying industry.”
Describing stores like Borders as ‘supermarkets’,
Zev argues that service is the difference.
“Chain bookstores, as I knew them, you couldn’t
get advice, they were too busy. Here, you can come in
and talk to people.”
Author events and book clubs have raised Sunflower’s profile in the area and contributed to the
Glen Eira community. When asked about the price of

books and the fact that people are turning to cheaper
copies online, Zev admits it’s a problem for booksellers.
“It would be nice if the government took away the
GST from books, then we could compete a little bit,
in a fairer way,” says Zur.
Under current laws, the Australian printing industry is allowed to block imports of copyrighted books
if they were published overseas within 14 days of the
book’s overseas release date. The aim of this law is to
protect Australia’s 1600 printing jobs. It’s because of
this import barrier that the prices of Australian books
are some of the highest in the world. For example, a
copy of Gregory David Robert’s ‘Shantaram’ is listed
at $10 on Amazon, while being priced at $35 in the
ABC bookstore.
So why have bookshops like Sunflower Bookstore
survived when larger known stores like Dymocks are
closing? Zur believes it’s a matter of knowing what
you’re selling. “You have to know about books, that’s
the first prerequisite.”
For independent bookstores like Sunflower, it’s
about offering a personal experience and contributing
to the community.

Estela Pham

Organic

Rainforest Alliance

Fair Trade

The most well known organic certification in Australia is the ‘Australian Certified Organic’ (ACO)
label. It is Australia’s largest organic and biodynamic
certifier and is a fully-owned subsidary of Biological
Farmers of Australia (BFA). ACO places emphasis
on building and conserving nutritous crops, healthy
soil and animal welfare. They have certified operators
in the Pacific, South East Asia, Japan and Australia.
Organic certification means that no chemicals or
pesticides have been used in the coffee supply chain.
This means that the coffee beans are organic from the
moment they are produced, to the moment that they
are roasted and handled.

This label means that your coffee beans have met the
basic criteria of protecting the environment, and the
rights of workers, based on the standards set by the
Sustainable Agriculture Network (SAN). The certification is focused on conservation of biodiversity
through sustainable agriculture, business practices
and consumer behaviour. The certification is based on
three pillars of sustainability: environmental protection, social equity and economic viability.

There are many different fair trade certified labels, but
this is the one that is widely recognized. It is the registered trademark of Fair Trade International (FLO).
When you see this label, it means that the producers
and traders have met a certain criteria in relation to
environmental, economic and social standards. There
is a set minimum price (that is always above the ‘free
trade’ coffee market price) paid to coffee producers.
Additionally, the coffee producers are given a ‘Fair
Trade Premium’ that they must invest into the coffee
farm or into community projects. It is the producers
of the cooperative that decide where the premium will
be invested.

Pros:
• Emphasises on good environmental practices
• Coffee importers are responsible for paying the Participation
Fee ($.015 USD per pound of green coffee that is registered

Pros:

on the market)

Pros:

Cons:

• A set minimum wage

chemicals, fertilizers or Genetically Modified substances.

• Whilst there is emphasis on conservation of biodiversity by

• A additional premium to invest in community development

Therefore the entire process, from ‘paddock to plate’, is

means of sustainability, the Rainforest Alliance sets a mini

• Encourages good environmental farming practice

treated organically

mum standard for this to occur. For example, only 30% of

Cons:

• Animals are treated humanely and are fed organic substances

the coffee beans need to be produced sustainably for it to

• Certification is expensive

• There is no cross-contamination with non-organic products

be certified

• Only for co-op organised businesses

• Grown, processed and handled without the use of synthetic

Cons:

• No minimum set price for producers

• certification costs for producers

• Not necessarily organic

• Does not require skill in producing quality tasting coffee

Direct Trade

Pros:

Direct trade occurs when coffee roasters purchase directly from coffee producers. This relationship cuts out the middle-people such as buyers, sellers
and certification businesses.There is no label or certification for direct
trade. Instead, the relationship between the coffee roaster and the producer
is based on reciprocity, negotiation and trust. Direct trade coffee is usually
high quality because roasters are able to invest their resources into improving coffee production. In Australia, Single Origin coffee is usually related
with direct trade. The best way to know whether your coffee is direct trade
is to talk to your coffee roasters.

• Encourages a relationship built on reciprocity, negotiation
and trust
• Farmers are encouraged to produce high quality coffee
• Coffee roasters invest a lot of their resources into the produc
tion of coffee to ensure that the beans are of the highest qual
ity. This may occur by improving the environmental condi
tions of the farm and addressing social issues.
Cons:
• No set minimum price
• No environmental or social standards are set
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HOW HAS CLAYTON CHANGED?
Stuart Bruce

Returning student of the ARTS/Humanities/SOSE (Shamelessly Obsessed with
Semantics and Epistemology), Stuart Bruce, critically analyses some of the changes that
he has perceived whilst bouncing around the Clayton campus once again

Figure 1: With Universities allowed to enrol as many students as possible, the expected standard of work is evidenced by submission boxes in close
proximity to other rubbish deposit slots. At least someone will receive your work, even if it is the council on Monday at 5am.
What first blew me away when I returned to
Clayton… …was that damn wind. JAFFYs, it might
seem bearable to you at the moment, but you guys
wait until winter comes. You’ll be holding your books
out as a counter-weight to keep you from blowing
down to the music school and into a free-jazz session.
Jury’s out on what gives you more of a headache.
Years ago, at the denouement of my degree, I wit
nessed the changes to the Uni system as a result
of Howard’s attack on Student Unionism through his
introduction of VSU legislation. I was well placed to
assess the “before-and-after”. Unfortunately, starving the Unis of funds meant an influx of corporate
sponsorship and marketing insects, buzzing around
attempting to inject new students with an anti-coagitate directly into the consumer cortex of impressionable brains. Symptoms include glazed eyes and
being highly attracted to the bright lights of shopping
malls. Fortunately, Monash hasn’t quite succumbed
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completely to the plague in the way that other Unis
have (*coughsdeakin*) and if you’re observant, the
O-weeks do present a decent chance to examine any
symptoms of the developing condition. This year, I
enjoyed the ritual joke of walking up to the guys at
the News Ltd stand and asking if I could buy a subscription to a newspaper.
“Yeah sure man, did you want the Herald Sun?”
“No, I said a newspaper.”
I further cogitated on the concept of Universities – traditionally bastions of independent thought
and enlightenment - and how they welcome students
with a heavy dose of promotions and marketing
campaigns. I fought off the urge to grab a Socialist Alternative pamphlet on Marxism, instead choosing to
extend my invisible hand and grab me a free coke. I
trickled the capitalist-anxiety medicine down into my
chemical-dependent gut before hyper-consumer-ventilating into some miscellaneous paper bag. I resolved
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to make a hasty retreat to the dependable institutions
of anti-establishmentaryianism – first port of call,
the Co-op Second Hand Bookshop… Only to find
someone has done a nice rendering job right over the
entrance. Maybe there’s some secret passcode to enter
like, “newstudentpoor123” or maybe I just grasp my
Monash Diary and MSA card and run hard at the
wall. Nope. And ouch. I bailed up a random guy who
started blankly at me like I was asking for the Office
of Interior after the fall of the Iron Curtain.
“Second-hand bookshop? You know, where you
can buy and sell books at a reduced price?”, I said.
“Oh, dude, that’d be a sweet idea”, he replied.
One tick for letting Unis enrol as many people as
they want.
I swallowed my disappointment, blinked a few
times and humphed lamentably upstairs. How could
such a socialist bookshop possibly survive the cutSunflower
Sunflower
Bookstore
Bookstore
throat world of Campus Centre
commerce?
I know,

I’ll restore my confidence and fibre levels with a meal
at that hotplate of dissent, Wholefoods. “Hi, I’ll get
a rice and curry, thanks.” If anyone will stick it to the
man, Wholefoods will. We can show those bastards
how, through the power of community, we can resist
the upsurge of prices that comes with capitalistrationalist economics. I extended my $5 note.
“$7.70?!?!” What the fff…fabian? Since when did a
meal at Wholefoods cost over $7!? My eyes glazed
over and I felt a strange blankness come over me - accompanied by a creeping urge to work for a bank.
It was around this time that I realised how financially ill-prepared I was going to be for my return
to study. Obviously the good people at Wholefoods
deserve the benefit of the doubt after years of loyal
service to the student poor. If it costs more there, it’s
a response to costs generally and hell, it’s still cheaper
than eating at other places. I upped my usual withdrawal amount from the ATM downstairs and looked
at the ejected wad of cash, wondering what expenses
waited for me, lurking in the dark, fund-starved corridors of this elite institution. Despairingly, I staggered
over to the Menzies building to reconnect with my
long estranged department.
The great Menzies tower has undergone what can
only be described as a cosmetic spinal reconstruction.
I stood in the doorway, reminiscing about those old
clunky escalators that, on the rare occasion that they
actually worked, used to line students up nose to
arse on their journey to class every morning. It was
a natural way for us Arts dogs to get to know each
other’s scents before engaging in theoretical pissing
contests or intellectual territorial disputes. Something
smacked me in the back. Ah, revolving doors, nice. A
novel way to manage the gusts of icy wind that used
to blow into the foyer. Also a good symbol to make
anyone from the private sector feel more encouraged
here (wink wink). Good going guys. For the first time
in years, I elevated my way to a higher plane.
Comfortable lifts, nice. A welcome change from
the ol’ iron-boxes of the previous era. I sentimentally
explored the concept of Pre-renovation, Elevator-Nostalgia… (cue the watery dissolve to flashback) Scared
and impressionable, we cram into the lift. Amongst
the haze of tension BO suddenly released from sixteen
sets of elevator-anxiety-glands, a responsible looking
girl next to the plaque displaying the warning “Elevator limited to 10 people” is craning her neck to try
to count how many people just got on. The force of
the jostling mob soon rights her position back to the

Figure 2: The new lifts have strict weight limits now that our society thrives off greed.
front. A few eastern-European refugees huddle in the
corner clutching their bibles and muttering prayers
as we begin the treacherous assent. The 70-year old
composite iron groans under the strain of yet another
uncertain journey. The light flickers threateningly
and we suddenly feel like Russians hiding from the
Americans in a broken-down submarine on the
bottom of the ocean floor in the depths of the Cold
War. We cast worried looks to our fellow passengers,
as we interpret every suspicious strained-metal noise.
“Hold… hold…” someone whispers as we listen out
for the sound of structural failure that signifies an impending rush of water or, in this case, a 150ft plunge
to our physical and tertiary deaths. The doors open
and the collective sigh of the passengers blows the
fresh air (having travelled up from the ground floor)
out to join the musty gasses of rigid thought that
linger ideologically in the upper floors of the Menzies
(cue wash back to present day).
Overall, the new Menzies is an impressive building. An interesting array of fresh angles and staircase
options that left me feeling like I was looking at one
of those perspective puzzles and that, at any moment,
David Bowie’s “Jareth” from Labyrinth was about to
jump out at me (complete with 80s cat-suit and codpiece). Also, the new spine lends an extra sturdiness
that seems to have eradicated the slight sway from the
original building. I wonder if that upset the politics
department who seemed to enjoy the old constant
unsteadiness and light-headed vertigo, presumably
because it helped keep them from conforming to their
own ideologies.
I discharged my immediate affairs, made my way
back to my illegally parked car, and to the purchasing of a parking ticket that would let me read in the
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library sans fine. I conclude the day and this article
by surmising my reflection on the “new” versus “old”.
Despite the contentious trends in modern education,
my old pal Monash is still where it was, and although
some of the flair of the 70s (the last remnants of
which were being snuffed out as I was leaving years
ago) has changed into a yuppie-hipster coterie of
quasi-anti-establishment, fauxhemian Disillusionaries,
I still hold out hopes that our generation can punctuate the post-modern sentence and shape meaning for
ourselves in an uncertain world. We change with the
times, so does the Uni. I smile to myself, “I like being
back here - it’s a nice place.”
I step up to take my turn at the parking ticket machine. A friend is consoling the girl that went before
me, who is now crying uncontrollably and doesn’t
seem to have bought a ticket. “It’s ok, they have to
make up for the federal funding shortfall.” Jeez, I
thought to myself, it can’t be that bad. What?! I baulk
at the price - $3.30 an hour! I curse the system and
the repetitive strain injury in my wrist after putting in
a massive succession of coins that drains my already
capital-deprived wallet. “This is nuts”, I say to myself
as I make my way to the library. “I’m not paying that
amount every day, screw this, I’m gonna buy a parking permit”. I dial up the services webpage and triple
take at the computer screen, “Blue Permit – Clayton… $360 and the soul of your first-born child”.
Ok, perhaps things are getting out of hand.

Stuart Bruce returns to study a Post-Grad. Dip.
in Arts (research). He is otherwise a writer, musician and actor, behind the Kevin Rudd take-off
character, Neville Krudd.
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1.4 BILLION REASONS TO LIVE BELOW THE LINE
Chase Lin & Matty Talz
Ramona Thambiratnam

Part I: Knowing Yourself
If you are politically correct, have a heightened sense
of morality, or actually study during semester, then
you probably have more productive ways of spending
your time. If you are not a medical student however,
then there is nothing more pleasurable than unloading your blind vitriol and ethnic slander against your
fellow students without fear of physical repercussion
or assault charges. Monash’s avenue for such crude
procrastination is Stalkerspace, a facebook group
which serves as a festering ground for trolls (those

who intentionally incite others to react accordingly,
often green and pungent) of varying temperament.
Arming yourself with the right tools and knowledge
to preferably avoid this sh*thole all together, especially if you’re an arts-studying, loud-commuting,

meme-misusing, shonky-parking, Frankston-residing,
revolving-and-squeaking, lecture-interrupting, excessive and unnecessary use of ‘bro’ in conversation using
first year girl...sorry, I cannot remember the point to
all this, but it is advisable that you read on.

1. Girls

2. JAFFY (just another friendly (sic) first year)

3. Arts student

If you are a member of that group of first years which
comes into the library every Tuesday at 1pm during my study period, then know that I am not your
friend, you cannot sit next to me, and I care not
about your general narcissism or menstrual cycle. You
are however, encouraged to post on stalkerspace seeking advice or information relating to your propensity
for nightclubbing on a weekday as indicated by your
perpetually metro-sexual choices in attire. You may
also leave irate messages claiming a satirical article in
Lot’s Wife should be scientifically and factually correct, so as to reflect your insecurities. Also feel free to
leave your credit card details before you leave.
Invariably, Jaffys are blamed for every indecision,
every indignation, every time a troll flings poo at your
eye but misses. If you are a first year or socially challenged, and do not enjoy the threat of faecal matter,
then perhaps some restraint is needed on your part.

It is no secret that any contact with a member of the
Arts faculty generates an uncontrollable urge to hand
them a bucket and squeegee set, and provide them
their undergraduate degrees in the form of permanent
marker on toilet paper. Unfortunately, this longstanding hatred is the result of envy towards Arts students for, in general, being more physically attractive,
socially adept, possessing fewer contact hours and
therefore greater intoxication hours, being 90% female, and let’s face it, they get more sexual intercourse
than you.Nowhere is this resentment more apparent
than in Stalkerspace Trolls who, despite their claimed
propensity for and frequent participation in ‘lifting’,
still possess the real life social aptitude of Matty Talz
hitting on your girlfriend. If you are an Arts student
who enjoys such vitriol knowing where it stems, then
Stalkerspace is for you. Just mind the lack of class and
oestrogen.

Like engineering students, girls on Stalkerspace are a
rare commodity. Unlike engineering students, Trolls
are unable to build their own female companions.
What results is often a combination of unrequited
love, heightened testosterone levels, and a contest
for male dominance consisting of copious amounts
of chest beating and penis envy, resulting in general behaviour counter-intuitive to the desired goal
of getting laid. If you, reader, are of the fairer sex,
then engaging a troll should only be attempted with
significant wit and a can of stain remover. Additionally, if you choose to display your sexually provocative
nature through a candidly shot cover photo bearing
some combination of cleavage, form fitting clothing
or a stolen display picture from your more aesthetically advantaged friend, then expect to be inundated
with proposals of love, marriage, sadomasochistic sex
and everything in between.
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“The worst thing...wasn’t so much the hunger, it was the frustration of not having a choice.
Poverty...is frustration and it is a prison...I often felt like I was trapped.” (Elyse)
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L

ast year, Elyse McInerny was one of the
6,500 Australians who participated in
a campaign called Live Below the Line
(LBL). LBL is a pretty simple concept,
with far-reaching effects. Participants are required to
live on $2 a day for food, for 5 days (May 7 – 11 this
year). All money raised goes to support the 1.4 billion
people in the world living in extreme poverty, with
a specific focus on creating educational opportunities. Why $2? Well the World Bank has done some
fancy mathematics and has figured out that AUD $2
a day, is roughly what would be classified as living in
‘extreme poverty’ in Australia. The average Australian
currently lives on $94.33 a day. Talk about a reality
check. In developing nations, the equivalent of $2 has
to provide a whole family with sustenance, transport
and shelter for the day, in addition to food. Needless
to say, most people go without one, the other, or all
of these things.
LBL is the brainchild of Rich Fleming and Nick
Allardice, who hail from the Global Poverty Project
and the Oaktree Foundation respectively. The pair
wanted to create a campaign that both allowed people
to experience what living in poverty is like, and raised
awareness. Since its inception in 2010, the campaign
has reached global proportions and has already received celebrity endorsement from the likes of Hugh
Jackman.
Last year, in Australia alone, the campaign raised
over $ 1.4 million. This allowed 2300 educational
opportunities to be created in countries of extreme
poverty. This year, the campaign is aiming for
10,000 Australians to partake in the challenge and
to collectively raise $2 million. Funds this year will
go specifically to help reopen schools in two of the
poorest regions in Papua New Guinea – Kumbareta
and Yangis.

Elyse, along with friends Belinda Pinskier and Dari
Shanmuga Nathan, last year raised a significant
amount of money for the campaign, and more importantly, raised awareness amongst their social groups.
“I wasn’t sure how my friends would respond,”
confessed Elyse, “but within half an hour of posting a
Facebook event explaining what I was doing and why,
I had $150 dollars.” The girls admit they were unsure
at first as to how interested people would be to hear
about yet another campaign to alleviate poverty. But,
Elyse says, “people would see me eating my rice and
lentils and ask about it, and were genuinely interested.” Participating in LBL is, without a doubt, a
conversation starter and this has been and will be the
key to the growth of the campaign.
Dari raised more than $1200 single-handedly for
LBL, and admits that acquiring support was not as
easy for her as it was for Elyse. “People constantly
tell you that...they will support you,” she says. But
of course, receiving support is different from actually receiving donations. Belinda agrees that getting
donations was “tough,” but campaigners have to be
“positive, outgoing and tenacious.”
According to the girls, LBL is also mentally and
physically testing. Dari warns that without pre-planning which foods to buy and how to cook them, it’s
possible to get stuck having to eat raw oats that taste
“like cardboard” for five days. Dari also advises avoiding eating with large groups, as it can be difficult not
to feel “jealous and annoyed with the variety of food
that they get to eat.” For Elyse, the most challenging
aspect of the campaign was having to eat “spoonful
after spoonful of rice and lentils,” without being able
to add some salt for flavour, and her only ‘treats’ for
the whole week being two pears. One of Dari’s more
embarrassing LBL moments was having to convince
her workmates she was not on an extreme diet when
all she could eat was some chopped up carrots.
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LBL may entail five of the most challenging
days of your year, but, to put it in perspective, it is
only five days. And the benefits are worth it. Elyse
describes the experience as “uplifting”, saying it was
“humbling” to experience, even for a few days, what
life is like without choices. For Dari, the best part was
the raising awareness side of the campaign, “Raising
money is one thing but educating and opening up the
eyes of everyday people is where it all starts,” she says.
The girls have decided to push themselves further
this year, with Elyse forming a team with some of her
strongest supporters from last year, and Dari living
below the line for a full month!
LBL is a unique campaign in that it has the ability
to open your eyes to the struggle of living in extreme
poverty. For those who participate, it will truly change
perspectives on what ‘poverty’ for 1.4 billion people
really is.
So whether for the fun of it, because you believe
in the cause, to be inspired, or to be challenged, get
involved. This year, be one of the 10,000 Australians
to “change your perspective” and “change the world.”
https://www.livebelowtheline.com/au Sign up now!
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there is no scope to attain a state of righteousness, nor
to pass moral judgement on others’ lives. Under these
conditions, free will would be nothing but a matter of
mere causality.
It is important here to note that we do, of course,
make conscious decisions that affect the course of
our lives. The problem that the determinism debate
addresses is whether or not these choices are ‘free’, or
simply the inevitable result of our biological predispositions combined with social upbringing and environment.
One of the more famous debates in psychology
is that of nature and nurture: that is, the degree to
which our personalities can be sourced to genetics or
socialisation. The argument is ongoing, but the most
important implication from a philosophical perspective is that neither factor is within our control. We
obviously have no say in the structure of our DNA,
nor our upbringing or childhood circumstances.
Thus, the decisions we make do not exist in a vacuum; they are a combination of who we are and what
we perceive to be the correct choice in a particular

THE CASE FOR DETERMINISM
David Heslin

T
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human behaviour, at least, is wholly deterministic in
nature.
One such contention is moral relativism: the view
that, in simple terms, morality is a social construct. A
cursory glance at global and historical customs seems
to bear this out. Polygamy, homosexuality, infanticide, slavery, paedophilia and consumption of certain
meats are just a few of the many practices that have
been considered immoral in some cultures whilst
actively endorsed in others. Even a relatively universally condemned act such as murder is prosecuted in
a highly inconsistent manner; see, for instance, the
widespread institutionalisation of capital punishment,
assassination and organised warfare.
What these examples affirm is that morality has
one primary purpose: to maintain societal functionality. In most societies, moral absolutism is invoked in
order to reinforce societal codes and instill a sense
of cultural superiority. Religion is essential to this
process because, in absence of a clear moral code
ordained by a specific religious tradition, claims to
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objective moral authority have little basis. Needless to
say, it’s hard to be an atheist moral absolutist.
Some try to get around this problem by arguing
that real morality is a personal affair— an innate
comprehension of ‘right and wrong’— and is separate from cultural morality. This assertion has little
psychological basis. The role of cultural and familial
influence in our mental development is well-documented, such that it is impossible to disentangle our
individual psyches from social conditioning. There is
no reason why our private moral codes should be an
exception. Furthermore, the emotions typically associated with moral thought— guilt, compassion, anger
— are entirely subjective. A Jewish child can feel
genuine guilt over eating pig meat, just as President
Truman was able to assert that he didn’t lose a night’s
sleep over the bombing of Hiroshima.
Moral relativism may not address the core principles underlying the free will debate, but it does
undermine the very essence of the philosophy of selfdetermination; for, if moral superiority is unfounded,

our lives. That can be a hard thing to accept, but it
needn’t be. Like all living organisms, we are solely
motivated by self-interest; fortunately, we also crave
the safety of groups. The only decision we ever make
is that which we perceive, under the circumstances,
to be the best for ourselves, which can just as likely be
translated into acts of love or kindness as aggression
or harm. It is only through a combination of strong
predispositions and a healthy upbringing that we can
tend towards the former.
Human society was created and developed by
self-interest, and it is intelligent, educated self-interest
that must be called upon to build happier, more
accepting and progressive societies. Rather than fear
the inevitability of a deterministic world, we would
do better to reject the fallacies of free will and selfdetermination, and cease using them as an excuse to
withhold empathy for others or entertain fantasies of
moral superiority. The first, crucial step must be to
understand ourselves.

SPRECHEN SIE DEUTSCH?
PARLEZ-VOUS FRANÇAIS?

Illustration by Harley Hefford

he concept of free will— that is, the
capacity to choose, make moral decisions and construct one’s own destiny
— is deeply cherished in our society. In
Western popular culture, the philosophy of self-determination is tirelessly promoted, while the commercial mass media reinforce folk concepts such as the
dichotomy of good and evil. In religion, particularly,
the freedom to choose is a near-fundamental premise
— thus, while the Abrahamic faiths begin their texts
with a story of willful disobedience in the Garden of
Eden, Buddhism stresses the importance of moral
decision-making and the process of karma. Under
these conditions, it is little surprise that many people
see free will as practically axiomatic.
In fact, it is anything but. When carefully considered, it is quite likely that free will doesn’t exist at all.
Although its philosophical opponent, determinism
— the claim that every event is the inevitable result of
existing factors— is still far from universally accepted, there are compelling arguments that suggest that

situation. We can, to some extent, seek to change our
behaviour or environment, but that too requires existing conditions; say, a disposition to want to change
combined with a means and an external support
network.
This is why the philosophy of self-determination
is so flawed. Even pushing to one side all the external
factors that might lead someone to become, say, a
drug addict (some/all of low socio-economic background, addictive personality and high exposure to
drugs), the decision to take one’s first hit of heroin is
not an independent choice in any sense of the phrase
— it requires a situation and a pre-existing mentality.
The self-control, reasoning capability or cautiousness
required to decide against injecting either exist or they
don’t. These are not qualities we choose for ourselves
— we can try to develop them, but such a decision
requires the existence of other dispositions; and so on.
We are, in essence, victims of circumstance.
Many find this conclusion troubling. After all, if
this is so, there is no personal responsibility; perhaps
more frighteningly, we have no real control over

Alexander Mackley experiences the benefits that come with speaking a second language

R

ecently, during one of my usual train
trips, I noticed two elderly ladies travelling into the city, unable to figure out
where to get off. When they began to
panic I intervened, and explained to them that their
destination was only four stops away. They naturally
thanked me and we had a brief conversation before
they reached their station. This happened in Melbourne, but the conversation wasn’t in English – it was
entirely in German.
I’m not from Germany, nor of German descent,
but I’ve been learning the language since I was ten.
During this time I’ve realised that there are many
benefits that come from being able to speak a second,
third, or even a twentieth language. Whether for use
in basic conversation when travelling, interacting with

extended family members, or for use in business situations, these language skills are incredibly useful.
Making an effort to speak in the language of
locals, colleagues or friends demonstrates politeness
and respect, which I witnessed when I was holidaying
in Vanuatu. During my trip, I made the decision to
learn a little of the native Bislama language – “Hello”,
“Goodbye”, and “How are you?” – just enough to
cover essential conversation. Throughout the trip, I
greeted locals in Bislama a number of times; occasionally this was welcomed with a grand smile, but more
often with a celebration involving as much exhilaration as when fans see their team win a world cup.
The positives of bilingualism aren’t just social;
they’re also psychological. Some of the most apparent
effects are a greater attention span, stronger prob-
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lem solving skills, and greater capability for abstract
thought. Recent studies have also suggested that developing language skills can help fight off the onset of
Alzheimer’s disease. Young children have been shown
to embrace multiple languages at an extremely receptive rate, speeding the development of these mental
strengths.
Ultimately, bi- or multilingualism allows for communication with a host of new people, and an ability
to better understand the socio-cultural norms associated with specific languages. This has benefits for both
the speaker and the global community they interact
with, as with the case of the two lost German women
whom I helped on the train.
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THAI QUEER CINEMA:
PRESENTING AN OBSCENITY THAT NEEDS TO BE SEEN
Estela Pham

THE SHAWSHANK REDEMPTION (1994)
WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY FRANK DARABONT
STARRING TIM ROBBINS, MORGAN FREEMAN, BOB GUNTON, JAMES WHITMORE
Duncan Wallace

A

“Hope is a good thing, maybe the best of things, and no good thing ever dies”.

ndy Dufresne is convicted of a double
murder he didn’t commit and sentenced
chillingly to life imprisonment at the
Shawshank State Penitentiary. Twenty
years later, he escapes. Between those events, however, is a much more remarkable story. Andy’s time
at Shawshank is indelibly marked with profound redemption, but not just of the criminal justice system
which wrongfully put him behind bars. Unbeknown
to the audience for most of the film, Dufresne grapples with his own self-perceived culpability for the circumstances which prompted his prosecution and verdict. Increasingly guided by the power of friendship
and an uplifting capacity for self-fulfilment, Andy
charts out on a positively healing journey against
all odds and, importantly, the near-insurmountable
obstacles of corruption, violence and isolation. Frank
Darabont gives us a truly brilliant film about the
miracle of finding happiness, self-worth and integrity
in a time of hopelessness, depravation and moral
bankruptcy.
Although Shawshank was largely overshadowed
both commercially and competitively by contemporary counterparts like Forrest Gump and Pulp Fiction, Darabont’s powerful work has, so far, unfalteringly stood the test of time. In particular, Morgan
Freeman’s standout performance as Andy Dufresne’s
closest friend, Red, is culturally renowned for its profound composure and characteristic vocal charisma.
It is Red’s remarkable friendship with Andy (Tim
Robbins) that serves as the framework for Darabont’s
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overarching statement about individual potential.
Initially, Red provides an unspoken outlet for Andy
to remedy his past problems of personal detachment
but, over time, offers him a motivating counterpoint
to optimism – Red cautions against Andy’s ambitious
outlook by claiming that ‘hope is a dangerous thing’
which ‘drives a man insane’. But, remarkably, Andy
bounces back from any discouragement and the abusive prison to achieve unprecedented feats: he manages the finances of the prison, runs an educational
program for prisoners who want to pass their high
school exams, and develops Shawshank’s library into a
vibrant place of learning and entertainment. He does
all this while secretly plotting an escape.
It is Andy’s rapid rise, from the bottom of the
prison hierarchy – a crippled, infirmary-bound newcomer – to working in the inner sanctum of Shawkshank’s senior management alongside the superficially
Bible-waving Warden, which encourages the viewer to
realise Darabont’s preoccupation with our capacity for
freedom in times of restraint and, conversely, insecurity in times of freedom. We are confronted with people who, despite their restricted liberties, are capable
of exerting powerful freedom – even the doubtful Red
is a man who ‘knows how to get things’. The film’s
standout scene, where Andy plays a recording of The
Marriage of Figaro over the announcement system, is
narrated as an occasion so beautiful that, even for the
briefest of moments, it made ‘every last man in Shawshank feel free’. Andy eventually convinces us that
there’s a part of the human condition – something
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intrinsic and intangible – that can’t be forcibly taken
away, that can’t be touched. In a statement evocative
of the imprisoned Meursault’s curious intellectual
wanderings in Albert Camus’ L’Étranger, Darabont
posits that prison can only impose superficial restrictions, leaving our greatest freedoms – our intellectual
and emotional liberty – unshackled and perennially
available for enjoyment.
Sadly however, Darabont also demonstrates that
the reverse is true – that even in a free world, we can
be acclimatised to restriction. Red gives us the insightful assessment that inmates are sent to prison ‘for
life’, regardless of their sentence, because – one way or
another – they all end up as ‘institutionalised’ victims
of a system which they become intimately familiar
with and irrevocably dependent upon. And that’s the
tragic story of Brooks, a prisoner who upon release
fails to find his footing in a changed and insensitive
outside world, and ultimately commits a chilling
suicide. Rehabilitation, in this vein, is portrayed as a
‘bullshit word…a Politician’s word’.
Shawshank is easily remembered as a film about a
great escape and a timeless reunion of old friends, but
its thematic inquiry goes much further than that. This
is a movie that starts with an intriguing premise of
redemption and moral correction, endures a poignant analysis of ‘institutionalisation’ and its inevitable
limitations, and ends courageously with affirming the
possibility of accomplishment in the face of constraint.

K

atoeys (male-turn-female), queers and
youths are some of the insects in Bangkok’s backyard. Tanwarin Sukkahpisit’s
film, Insects in the Backyard (2011),
presents us with a cinematic experience that defies
popular representations of Thai queer culture in National Cinema. Often Thai queer culture is presented
on screen through nationally accepted images. Contrary to popular cinematic representations, katoeys,
queers and youths are the most marginalized, forgotten and misunderstood peoples in Bangkok’s urban
environment. Insects in the Backyard aims to clarify
these misunderstandings, and portray katoey, queer
and youth culture not according to socially accepted
norms, but according to a reality which is socially
unpalatable and shocking.
Sukkahpisit’s Insects in the Backyard is a collection of stories about the lives and losses of katoeys,
queers and youths.The film presents these people as
economically disadvantaged, detached from their
environment and from each other. Insects in the
Backyard is not a general conclusion on the lives of
Thai queer people. Rather it is a three-dimensional
portrayal of the experiences of individuals which
contrasts with more populist interpretations of Thai
queers as fortunate and socially accepted people.
Interestingly, Insects in the Backyard is one of
few Thai Queer films to have been banned locally.
According to the Minister of Culture Thailand,
Insects in the Backyard is banned because it contains
immoral and obscene content. If the director wanted
the ban to be lifted, she would need to censor the
scenes containing images of young teenagers engaging in cross-gendered prostitution. To censor these
images would be to shadow the plethora of sexual
and gendered expressions given light in Insects in the
Backyard, and therefore continue the gentrification of
Bangkok’s insects: the katoeys, queers and youths.
In terms of Thai Queer Cinema, nationally accepted content is a collection of non-obscene gendered and sexual images. This does not mean that
katoeys and queers are unaccepted gendered identities
in Thai cinema, but rather, that their representa-

tions onscreen often reflect conventional sexual and
gendered images. For example, Queer films that have
been accepted by Thailand’s government are either
something that we laugh at (Iron Ladies), set on the
outskirts of Thailand’s economic centre (Tropical
Malady) or are iconically fitting to Thai’s sports and
arts culture (The Beautiful Boxer).
Local Thai people should watch Insects in the
Backyard, not because it is banned, but because it
encourages one to query what an ‘obscene’ image is
in the context of Thai national culture and cinema.
In Thailand, the discourse of obscenity is everchanging.This was particularly apparent post 1960s, when
Thailand began rigourously adopting a western
etiquette for expressing sexuality in public. Hence
previously acceptable ways of expressing sexuality
in Thailand became a new form of obscenity. The
discourse around obscene images could be interpreted
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as a product of transculturalism because the images
neither reflect Thai purity nor are completely westernised. Rather, the obscene images that we see in
Insects in the Backyard are a struggle between the two
cultures.
In Insects in the Backyard ,Tanwarin Sukkahpisit
presents us with a film that exposes obscenities that
are confronting, disturbing and downright honest.
It presents us with a different representation of Thai
queer culture in cinema, where we see not only the
fortunes but also the misfortune that the characters
encounter and endure. Insects in the Backyard challenges us to question the definition of an obscene
image in the context of transculturalism, potentially
engendering a new acceptance and understanding of
those who exist on the fringes of Thai society.
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CREATIVE SPACE

PHOTOS IN FOCUS

CREATIVE SPACE

WITH ESTHER LIE

THE OAK TREE AND
THE SPARROW
Jarryd Redwood

She is a sparrow, small and sweet,
Whilst him, an oak tree strong.
She nestles in his branches tall,
And sings her gentle song.
The oak tree stands and holds her tight,
He keeps her safe from harm.
He braces ‘gainst wind, hail and snow,
Until the world is calm.
His tow’rng branches high above,
He holds her in the sky.
He fills her wings with gentle breeze
And gives her strength to fly.
The scene is interrupted soon,
Another bird appears.
Together sparrows sing and fly,
Around the tree-sap tears.
The love birds play for but a while,
Before one sparrow goes.
The other left upon the ground
She cries in teary throes.

I’m a 3rd year Monash Abroad student
from the University of Leeds studying
Biology and Philosophy. I spent the
long vacation travelling SE Asia and
snapping the beautiful locations and
faces I stumbled upon, particularly in
Cambodia. I have been shooting film
with my trusty Canon for 5 years now,
and each photo on a manual camera
requires a little extra thought. Film
photography helps me store memoriesespecially since I’ve become so forgetful...

The oak tree spreads his branches wide,
To catch the sky’s cold tear.
His leaves protect the little bird
From dark clouds, dank and drear.
In time the sparrow sings again,
Her injured wings take flight.
The oak tree stands her guardian.
Hot day and stormy night.
The sparrow soon decides to go,
And leave the bitter chill.
The tree is left for brighter skies.
Gone is the bird’s sweet trill.
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In time, the sparrow soon returns,
The Northern sun too strong.
She flies back to the oak tree’s arms,
To sing her gentle song.
But the bitter cold was far too much,
Without a song each morn.
And the sparrow soon returned to find
The oak tree dead and gone.

WOLVES

Never succumbing to his gravity
Until his crazed attempts at contact suddenly
Explode in the starkness of dayspring
Where he sees what destruction he has wrought
And curls into himself, a shivering pup
Who, in his haste, had forgot
That he simply wanted to be found.

ONCE ON A FIELD
Michael Robertson

Michelle Li

This brown-haired boy talks in reverse
And prefers the company of wolves,
But when we speak it is as if
His words divert the blood between my lungs
Till voiceless phrases come to die
And empathy, to drown.
He twists all sense and makes a farce
Of all that stands upon two feet:
Hearts, he spits, those labile things,
As inconstant as the cruel dark sea,
That paint mocking tapestries of you
But will never have a hold of me
For brambles sit upon his thorny brow,
Where magpies once perched to till
Into his face the weight of tricks
And on his twisted lips, a frown—

Once on a field of newly blossomed bulbs
A sun shines to sap the light from hidden light
And a radiance blows some colours to bare
In a rooted mask that shone as it grew.
Twice in a sight of a soulful sight
In a gaze to shed the skin to hidden leaves
Toward the hearts where the blood runs warmly in
Tepid minds and mountain peaks in closing.
Thrice in a hawk wind to spark our bonded
Wind that blends our colours hue of radiance
On the field we sought soil and to sow our seeds
A blossom out of weed which may have been.
And for all of you as well as to me
Once in twice and thrice unravel unbound bud
And your voice to sweep and roar within me
So all on this field is bound by unknown sea.

This wolf has savaged villages,
Run amongst the silent woods and fled
From daybreak’s white-hot sun;
His teeth have ripped into my flesh
And left me marks for days to come;
That stirring howl has caused my sweating palms
And brought a trembling to my sex,
But when our faces lock in honesty,
In that den where snarling boy meets solemnity,
His eyes belie the dying rabbit song:
The moon is but a distant flame, and though
He takes his withheld dues,
She stays cold and white and still to him,
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Photo Credit: Adrianna Saloumidis
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CREATIVE SPACE

MUSIC

INTERVIEW

METAMORPHOSIS:
A HUMAN JOURNEY

UNTITLED

Md Roysul Islam

WITH SKIPPING GIRL VINEGAR’S SARE LANG

IN HONOUR OF ANZAC DAY

Pia Salvatore

Pia Salvatore

Bren Carruthers

I was that human
Whose journey began
In the womb of my mother
A drop of blood from my father.

I am that human, that peerless beast
Whose heart is now full of cysts,
A mind so powerful, but turning ugly
Into a cursed, destructive tool.

When the lakes dry up, I will still be here.

I was that child
Who roamed free in the wild,
From rice paddies and trees
To the mountains and highest hills.

I am that demon
Who builds weapons:
Now I kill my own kind
Without mercy, while blind.

When we all drink ourselves to toxicity, when
the morning sun cracks across cold pavement,
when we ride home in the back of cabs nursing
hangovers and distorted recollections, I will still
be here.

I was that boy
With energies of youthful joy:
I sang the songs of nature
And birds became my master.

Death will come swiftly one day and
Into the unknown we will be away.
When the cycle is complete,
Will we be remembered for our hate and deceit?

I was that lover
Who smelled the wild flowers,
The tender touch of Mother Nature
Filled this heart with rainbow color.

This mortal body will decay
Inside the earth whence we played.
Decide now, oh humanity! Before that fateful day,
How the future will remember the path we laid.

I was that man
Who once loved a woman,
Her smile so bright
It brought tears, like the first ray of light.

When the frosted wind cuts your lips, I will still
be here.

And when you move away, settle down, grow
old, I will still be here. Unmovable but not
unmoved.
Stuck here, stuck in this wretched body, petrified.
Don’t sharpen your pickaxes. Don’t polish your
crowbars. You’ll only break me.
Don’t sit with me and chat the little matters. I
could never hope to be so selfish.
Don’t ever sit still. Transience is the blood of life.
The best you can do is to chip a small piece of
me, take me with you. A memento. A keepsake.
Something to hide deep in you dresser draw, in a
non-descript box, so no-one can guess its value.
Something to put under your pillow as a talisman against the fear of change.
If enough pieces fall away, then maybe, just
maybe, one day the veneer will shatter and
crumble. And I can take a first breath, a first step.
Blood will flow again.
And maybe I will run to you.
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You’re doing something right when the
premise of your video clip is to launch
a monkey into space. Maybe not a real
monkey, but a stuffed toy from hard
rubbish is just as good.
Skipping Girl Vinegar (SGV) bassist
Sare Lang described the idea as somewhat of a snowball effect, “It’s kind of
uncanny how it worked out. You know
when you get a new idea and you’re so
excited.”
More than twenty people were
involved in sending Baker the monkey
into space, and tracking his return to
Earth as part of SGV’s clip of “Chase
The Sun” – how very appropriate. “We
were with these crazy cowboy scientists
and engineers… It was literally like
chasing a cyclone,” Sare said. The band
now has a cohort of space experts they
are proud to call their friends.
Baker the space monkey isn’t the
only thing the band has rescued from
hard rubbish. In some recordings
“the kick drum sounds are from an
old drum we call Bertha, which was
actually found in hard rubbish.” An opshop banjo is also a welcome addition,

full of “character and tone.”
“It’s amazing what you can do with
what you’ve got or what you can recreate out of past and found things,” Sare
said. “As artists, it’s an amazing thing
to make something new of something
old.” SGV’s latest album, Keep Calm
Carry The Monkey, adopts the same
mentality the band has towards hard
rubbish. “We’ve learnt to be kind of
surprised… You have these ideas about
what will happen, but then things
happen and mistakes happen, then
sometimes you’re better for it.”
“Don’t be afraid to limp in public”
was the advice Ben Harper gave the
band at 2010’s Splendour In The Grass,
while they were looking for ways to
balance touring and writing music all
at once. The band has “held on dearly”
to these words and put them to good
practice, playing more new material live
than ever before.
Being impulsive with their music,
fan interactions and obtaining of instruments is now an integral part of the
band’s philosophy. They are now, “Just
a bit more spontaneous, and that’s ok.”

War is, without a doubt, terrible.
Anti-war songs, on the other hand,
are often brilliant, filled with a deep
passion and opposition to the brutal
realities of warfare. Whilst there have
been some inspired anti-war songs
in the past, concerning a number of
conflicts, current attempts by artists such as System Of A Down and
Pink! lack the same crucial ability to
unite the masses. War songs are simply
not being made like they used to be.
Here are a few examples of the best:
And the band played Waltzing Matilda – The Pogues
Granted it was originally written and
performed by Scot-Australian Eric
Bogle in 1971, but this song has been
covered too many times to count, and
The Pogues’ version is amongst the best.
It surrounds the events of ANZAC Day
and the celebration of a great defeat.
It’s long, it’s moving, and it makes
you question why war is so admired.
I was only nineteen – Redgum
The narration takes you through a journey of those forced to serve in Vietnam:
their own personal ghosts of war, and

the psychological scars that remained
for years after the conflict. “Please can
you tell me doctor why I still can’t
get to sleep?” It is a testament to the
healing power of song and music.
Happy Xmas (War Is Over) - John
Lennon and The Plastic Ono Band
Lennon is a master of anti-war
songs. This is only one of many
contributions he’s made, but give
a Christmas song an anti-war
message and you have a winner.
I-Feel-Like-I’m-Fixing-To-Die
Rag - Country Joe and the Fish
Getting the crowd at Woodstock
to spell out ‘fuck’ multiple times,
then having them sing along is an
achievement in itself. “Woopee!
We’re all gonna die” – who’s to
say mindless martyrdom isn’t
something to get excited about?
War – Edwin Starr
“Huur, what is it good for? Absolutely
nothing!” Exactly. It doesn’t get more
blatantly anti-war than that. Plus, it’s
got a topnotch Motown beat.

for their musical talent. Maybe we’re
all just old enough to understand the
sexual innuendos now. “Come on Barbie, let’s go party?” Oh, we thought we
were so innocent.
It’s like we’ve backed ourselves into
a corner. It’s an evil time warp, this corner, in which we’ve been condemned to
ride the Venga Bus forever. I feel carsick
– someone, quick! Call Dr Jones!

10 year old me was convinced
that there was no party better than an
S-Club party, but parties nowadays are
a million times better, and the music
is better too. Please people; we’re not
doing ourselves any favours as a species.
Boycott the 90s revival. Live in the
now!

90S REVIVAL Pia Salvatore
What’s that coming around the corner?
It’s the revival of shit music from the
90s! First the Venga Boys and Aqua
were touring. Now S-Club 7, Eiffel
65 (that blue song), Hanson and The
Backstreet Boys have announced they
will be gracing our shores with their
presence. What is going on?! Either
they are all strapped for cash, or we are
ridiculously nostalgic. I could forgive

one novelty tour, but this is an overload. Overload, I tell you.
The days of “mmmbopping” our
way through school are long gone.
What deep psychological meaning
does this nostalgia hold? There must
be a study somewhere… Mainstream
pop music has not developed so much
over the last ten years that these bands
are due to be rediscovered and revered
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REVIEW

A GOLDEN PLAINS STORY
Matthew Campbell

Half of the trip to Plains had been taken up in
the four-lane, 600 metre entrance to the camping
grounds. Snacking provisions were snacked, and
impatient travellers abandoned their vehicles to play
football or take a piss. ‘This better be goddamn worth
it,’ I thought to myself, cracking open a beer, hoping to Meredith that Melbourne’s stringent blood
alcohol restrictions didn’t reach this part of Victoria.
Stepping out of the car, I was greeted by the smells of
freshly mown grass, country atmosphere and petrol;
the smells of nature now pungent with human presence. I fought the urge to take off all my clothes and
burn them with the car. Having friends who have a
lot of friends proved useful in finding somewhere to
camp and it wasn’t long before I made acquaintance
with our neighbours. There was no way I could have
known at the time, but one of these people, “Bob” –
for the purposes of anonymity – would be the cause
of my death.
Hours were squandered chatting and setting up
tents before we decided to get our first taste of music.
We stumbled into the festival; some of us confused
and exhausted, all of us already blind-drunk. As I
clawed my way through the masses of people like a
midget in a corn-field, I remembered the No Dickheads Policy and began to panic. I’d been to places
like this before and no policy could keep the Dickheads out. Were there some nearby? Would they
crowd the amphitheatre? Was one of us, in fact, a
Dickhead? And if so, how long would it be until they
caught us? I took another sip of beer and licked my
lips, trying to remain calm. We found a spot in the
crowd and my attention was drawn to the stage. Lanie
Lane was making herself known with the brazen
cockiness of every white person who has ever rockified the blues, imbued with the fiery elegance of a
woman you’d take to a pub, not a nightclub. She was
pregnant with Memphis influence but for the rockabilly energy coming from the double bass and drums.
It was then that I awoke to the common interest of
this weird pulsing mass of people.
On just about everybody’s tongues that night was
the headliner: Bon Iver. I had mixed feelings towards
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them, having only liked their first album. The Plains
website had set them up to play ‘soulful, emotional,
uplifting, cathartic music, sweet music’. None of this
appealed to me. To my disappointment, front man
Justin Vernon seemed nothing like the brooding,
angst-ridden character who had spent three months
secluded in a cabin in Wisconsin when his life turned
to shit. From this period emerged his captivating
debut, ‘For Emma, Forever Ago’, which featured only
three times during his one and a half hour set. During
Bon Iver’s final song, a thousand shoes blocked the
view of the stage in front of me.
‘What the hell is going on here?’ I asked a ratfaced man who was waving his sneakers in frenzy.
‘Tradition, bro; it’s when a band’s really good’.
My shoes remained on.
The rest of the weekend is a hideous intoxicated
blur. I emerged from the tent to find my friends starting the day with cider. Among them was Bob. Bob
had a container full of baked goods which he passed
around, explaining he’d made them himself. He had
just gotten back from a trip to Turkey and Costa Rica,
and he had the demeanour of a man who had seen
many weird and spectacular things.
We set off back into the festival to listen to First
Aid Kit, a sweet young sister-duo from Sweden who
have gained worldwide acclaim for their cover of a

Fleet Foxes song. I sat down and felt the folk melodies reverberate around me. When the music stopped
things took a turn for the worse. I looked around and
people from all directions were staring at me like hungry, vicious animals. I realised I was alone, laughing
at nothing. I sprinted back to the campsite, tripping
over poorly placed tent pegs and drunks on the way.
Hours of nightmarish introspection followed and I
emerged in the evening a sullen, shell of a person.
Outside, one of the people from our neighbourhood
was tripping on acid. He set off a sparkler then giggled and talked about the stars. To me, these were
the uncouth ramblings of a mad man, but he was in
a state of child-like wonder that most of us would
never understand.
I had to get away from this madness but shuddered to think salvation lay towards the festival. I
took a gamble and Chic ft. Nile Rodgers was just
what the Doc ordered. The disco-soul-funk group
were popular in the late 70s and 80s, but strangely,
as Nile Rodgers pointed out, newcomers to Australia.
The atmosphere that this decades-old funk ensemble
created was unrivalled and their performance culminated in an energetic cover of David Bowie’s ‘Let’s
Dance’. I took my shoes off and waved them in
the air.
Photo Credit: Roj Amedi
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STEVE EARLE

THE SHINS
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PORT OF MORROW (LP)

Pia Salvatore

Pia Salvatore

He might have looked like a trucker
that had rolled in off the street, and
grunted like an old man while he was
tuning his instruments, but Steve Earle’s still got it. The town hall in South
Gippland’s Meeniyan was packed out
with people eager to see the outspoken
singer-songwriter on his solo tour. Solo
because it was the difference between
“making a little bit of money, or losing
a lot of money.” Once Earle guaged
the audience he was performing to
(who loved him), he became evidently
more relaxed, and chatted/ranted about
overpriced mandolins and immigration.
While his show was missing the layers it
would have had with a full band, Earle

still managed to recreate his music,
ranging from when he was 17 to more
recently, with a passion and feeling that
filled the hall with pleasure.

REVIEW
COURTNEY BARNETT

The ReChords

Pia Salvatore

For somebody who doesn’t know how
she would describe her music, Courtney Barnett certainly has a style. Her
debut EP is a collection of guitar-pop
with a uniquely positive spin on things
of a dreary nature. This EP is a casual
collection of garage pop sounds with
a sweet energy behind it. It is full of
colourful stories swimming in low-fi
instrumentals. Courtney’s vocals carrying you through a journey of frank and

melodies. While the lyrics fall toward
the sickly-sweet with “It’s Only Life,”
Mercer brings us back with his cryptic
lyrical abilities that reinforce that this is
definitely a Shins project.

GIG GUIDE

I’VE GOT A FRIEND CALLED EMILY FERRIS (EP)
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Even minus longstanding members
from the band, James Mercer and his
new cohort have produced a truly
Shins-esque album. Five years on from
their last release, Mercer’s tales of jilted
love still swim in smooth music and
vocals that are uniquely feminine and
masculine at the same time. On first
listen, it seems purely pop, but second, third and fourth time around it
cements itself as a much more complex record, drifting along in lullaby

honest lyrics; any EP that starts off with
“I masturbated to the songs you wrote”
is going to be truthful with you.

Gem Bar, Collingwood
Sunday, April 22
Toe tapping hillbilly music on your
Sunday? Don’t mind if I do.

Big Scary – Album Launch
Corner Hotel, Richmond
Tuesday, April 24
The two-piece band is impressive live,
producing a variety of sounds that are
sure to please their growing fan base.

Wavves
Corner Hotel, Richmond
Wednesday, May 9
In from the US, hit the beach (metaphorically) with Wavves in all of his
surf-punk glory.
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Last Dinosaurs – In A Million
Years Tour
Northcote Social Club, Northcote
Friday, April 20
Off the back of their album release, the
Brisbane band is hitting the road. Being old hands at touring, they’ll be sure
to leave a lasting impression.

San Cisco
Corner Hotel, Richmond
Wednesday, May 2
You know that “Awkward” song by
them, why not go check out how the
WA band play the rest of their music
live?
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THEATRE

AWAKE
LA MAMA
Jarryd Redwood

Fleur Kirkpatrick’s portrayal of the
hardships of those suffering braindisease in her new theatrical work
Awake provides a unique insight into
the poetic beauty at the heart of such
human tragedy. This is an incredibly
well-written play which utilises witty
and multidimensional dialogue to both
warm hearts and provoke tears. The
ability of the story to alternate between
deadly-serious social commentary and
satirical comedy takes the audience on
an emotional rollercoaster that leaves
one feeling as mixed-up as the individuals in the stories.
The portrayal of the tragic illnesses
depicted in the tales, as well as the representation of effected family members,
is touchingly relatable. Anyone who
has had a loved one suffer an amnesiainducing illness will feel an instant
connection to the scene portrayed in
Wonderland, the first of the two stories
in Awake, whilst memories of sleepless
nights will most certainly be evoked
by Joanne Sutton’s performance in
Sandman. The songs used to frame the
scenes are beautifully written and wellperformed by the cast, connecting the
underlying themes of the two stories. A
must see production for lovers of theatre
and fine writing.

ing exquisitely decayed make-up effects
(Eloise Smart), stark set (Emily Keene),
sumptuous costumes (Tess Ebinger) and
appropriately bleak lighting (Stephen
Hunter), entrap both characters and
audience in an atmosphere of physical and psychological uncertainty and
instability. Four characters’ repetitive
and unsettling lives play out again and
again, presumably heading towards
an ultimate end. Hamm (Tom Middleditch) and Clov (Henry Brooks)
are the intellectual focus of the piece.
Middleditch’s characterisation of a blind
monstrosity has surprising warmth, and
Brooks embodies both apathy and anger
in his limping, stoic Clov. The heart
and soul of the show is the relationship
between Tom Molyneux’s defeated but
charming old man, Nagg, and Tegan
Harrod’s frail, shaking Nell. Confined
to rubbish bins, without legs, their utter
devotion to each other and melancholic
nostalgia in the face of hopelessness tug
the audience’s heartstrings almost to
breaking point. Toth’s direction in combination with these skilled performances
has taken quite an inaccessible script
and created a production that has heart
and humour in spite – or because – of
predominant hopelessness.

EULOGY
THEATRE ON A HORSE
Benny Dimas

ENDGAME
MONASH UNI STUDENT THEATRE
Benny Dimas

Delivering a Beckett script is a nearimpossible feat. For a near-impossible
feat, director Hayley Toth and her
Endgame team have done a remarkable
job. Impressive staging choices, includ-
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Written & directed by Christopher Bryant, Eulogy highlights the playwright’s
flair with words as well as showing his
photographer’s sense of space, light and
mis-en-scene. The powerfully written
four monologue script about loss in
everyday lives is performed insightfully by a cast well-suited to their roles,
including Christina Woodford’s ruthless
pioneer housewife, Jack Beeby’s soldier
in the jungle quivering with equal parts
fear, frustration and self-disgust, and

THEATRE

Trelawney Edgar’s excitable schoolgirl
struggling to come to terms with the
death of a small dog. Particularly engaging – no mean feat within a show that
demands attention at every turn – is
Kathy Schoenjahn’s poignant performance as the wife of an astronaut who
will never return from space.
Especially strong is the commanding use of the challenging Collingwood
Underground Car Park space. The
performers’ sheer determination and
intelligently delivered pathos, combined
with the near-perfect timing of Bryant’s
script and direction, manage to make
this space feel simultaneously like a
living room and a void into which the
anguish and brutality of the monologues echo and resonate, never finding
an ending or resolution. You are left
to wonder what happens now to these
characters – at once utterly familiar and
perfect strangers.

tortured mind described in the dialogue
is standing right before them. Where
his performance really shines is in his
interaction with the audience – Bendall doesn’t just break the fourth wall;
he jumps through it and slaps each
audience member in the face. He seems
to treat each audience member as an
individual rather than just as a member
of a pack, which is both intimidating
and thrilling. Highly recommended for
the artistically minded.

AD NAUSEAM

Dog’s Breakfast – Short Performances
Festival
Curated by Benny Dimas (MUST)
An array of short works: plays, music,
magic, dance & other performances,
followed by discussion.
30 April – 4 May

LA MAMA
Jarryd Redwood

Ad Nauseam is a theatrical masterpiece
that artfully combines lighting, music
and performance to take the audience
on a tour of the thoughts, sensations
and emotions of the title role. This is a
carefully choreographed performance
where each idea, movement and word is
complimented by a music and lighting
cue, cleverly portraying the stream-ofconsciousness element of the narrative. Although there are times when an
audience member may feel lost in the
abstraction and poetry of the dialogue,
these moments are few and often counteracted by the staging and light design.
Nick Bendall’s performance as the
protagonist of the story is nothing short
of phenomenal. His incredible comfort
with the role allows him to give himself
entirely to the performance, leaving
little doubt in the audience that the
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ON CAMPUS
PRONTO – Performed Readings of
New Theatrical Offerings
Curated by Jacob Thomas (MUST)
New innovative scripts, new directors &
challenging discussions.
23-28 April

Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are
Dead by Tom Stoppard
Directed by Jonathon Powell & Tom
Lawton (MUST)
An absurdist tragicomedy that expands
upon the exploits of two minor characters from Hamlet.
10-19 May
Dogg’s Hamlet, Cahoot’s Macbeth by
Tom Stoppard
Directed by Zorro Maplestone & Tamuz Ellazam
(Monash Shakespeare Company)
A clever and quirky look at language,
power, oppression and the nature of
theatre.
24 May – 1 June in the MUST Space

SEASON LAUNCH

THE WILD DUCK

THE PRODUCTION COMPANY

MALTHOUSE THEATRE

Sam Whitney

We arrive at Raheem Mansion in Kew
a little before the event begins, giving
us a chance to tie our bikes up around
the corner and change into our hastily
assembled formal wear away from the
(we’re convinced) judging eyes of the
doormen. Clearing security, we stroll
up the driveway where we’re greeted by
the house manager, offered a sparkling
grapefruit juice or mineral, and seated
in the ballroom. As we look awkwardly
around at the plush carpet, gilt framed
oil paintings and well heeled gentry, we
realise that were we to write anything
short of a scathing review about wealth
and excess, we’d never live down the
selling out of our notionally radical
student magazine.
Along with 100 or so others we
were attending the season launch of
The Production Company, a musical
theatre company founded by Jeanne
Pratt. Each year the company produces
fully staged Broadway musicals for
short-runs in Melbourne. The limited
dates have the unique advantage of
affording greater flexibility with casting
and the ability to import creative teams
in-between other engagements.
Ms Pratt, who founded the company in the late 90s, guided us through
the proceedings. Try as we could to
apply our carefully honed arts student
cynicism to this embodiment of the
1%, we simply couldn’t squeeze Jeanne
into our pre-conceived notions and, at
the cost of compromising what little
exists of our integrity, were quite swept
up by her affability and charm. Putting
aside that, we were young enough to
be the grandchild of any other mem-

ber of the audience, and the odd well
delivered swipe at the left-wing (what’s
the difference between the QLD ALP
and a Tarrago?), this was a group of
people and a company passionate about
theatre. While I wouldn’t go so far as to
suggest a purely philanthropic end, the
Australian arts scene is hardly renowned
for its generous returns to producers,
meaning the motivations of a company
like this has to go beyond the financial
and really be driven by a love of the
craft.
From July this year The Production
Company is staging three musicals.
The first, making its Australian return,
is The Producers, Mel Brooks musical comedy following a set of financial
schemes to get rich off a show’s losses
(insert Richard Pratt joke here). We
were treated to a preview from the
impossibly tall and amazingly talented
Christie Wheelan in the role of the well
endowed Swede, Ulla. Also featuring
this year are, fresh from a Broadway
run, Promises Promises and the Cold
War classic Chess (with a score by Tim
Rice and half of Abba, how could you
go wrong?).
This year The Production Company
has followed in the footsteps of successful programs run by the MTC and Victorian Opera, and are offering an under
30s subscription package. Offering two
Broadway musicals for $60 (that’s $30
a show for the Philosophy majors) we
don’t think we sound too sycophantic
in suggesting this is a pretty good deal.
The Production Company’s season is
certainly worth keeping an eye on.

Carmel Wallis

Five acts become thirty-six, servants are
transformed into part time cleaners,
and Hedvig often struggles to wrench
her father’s attention from his Mac in
the Malthouse’s contemporary take
on Ibsen’s The Wild Duck. A close
examination of a seemingly average, yet
contented family reveals that their happiness has been wrested from a tumultuous past and is still, to a large extent,
built around deception. Ibsen forces his
audience to question whether this happiness might still be legitimate, and to
consider the price of confronting such a
brutal reality.
The stage is simply furnished, and
the sparse setting allows for the creation of an intimate space between the
characters and the audience. Family
members are often sprawled out on the
floor, studying, watching documentary’s and begrudgingly trying to make

sense of finances; all of this only serves
to make the disintegration of the family
and those who surround them harder
to watch when it does begin. However,
there are constant reminders of the uneasy reality within which each character
precariously builds their world – Hedvig, precocious, forthright and doted
upon by her parents is slowly losing her
eyesight; her grandfather is frequently
alarmed to discover his grip upon reality loosened, and in the midst of it all is
a wild duck that the family has nursed
back to health after being shot.
The Malthouse has staged an excellent piece of theatre, conveying the
themes which dominate the text in a
wholly different but totally capable
way. Compelling, gut wrenching and
confronting (adjectives which are often
overused but nonetheless deserved),
The Wild Duck is a truly enjoyable and
impressive show.

Marina Prior & Matt Hetherington star in Promises. Promises

More information on subscriptions
can be found at 9247 4800 or
www.theproductioncompany.com.au
LOT’S WIFE 2012 // EDITION 3
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IT’S JUST MADNESS

WHEN SCI-FI DREAMS BECOME REALITY

Lewis Gurr

T

he story of Psychiatry in the 20th Century involves some pretty extraordinary
changes of tack, and while elements of
different schools are somewhat integrated
in modern psychiatric treatment, it’s not too much
of a stretch to say that the history can read somewhat
like a succession of fads.*
The story starts at the turn of the 20th century,
when the unconscious mind had just been (more or
less) invented by Freud and it was gradually becoming apparent that man was not the master of his
own house. The unconscious mind was held to be
responsible for mental disorders, and hypnotherapy
and psychotherapy (the talking cure) were in vogue as
ways to interact with the patient’s subconscious. As an
aside, everybody has heard of the Oedipus complex,
but it wasn’t Freud’s first attempt to explain disorders
like hysteria. Initially, Freud thought that his female
patients’ hysteria was due to being ‘seduced’, which is
to say, abused, by an adult during their pre-pubescent
years. Only later did he change his mind and decide
that the hysteria was the result of sexual fantasies on
the part of the child, rather than abuse on the part of
the adult.
Later on, in contrast to psychotherapy, mental
patients were from 1920 to the 1940s treated with
a vast array of wildly experimental physical cures. It
was acceptable to treat the incurably insane as lab
rats, and their lives were considered generally not to
be worth living. Black inmates at Tuskeegee asylum
in the US were infected with syphilis and left untreated to measure the long term effects of the disease.
Electro-shock therapy, lobotomies and leucotomies
(the severing of the frontal lobe from the rest of the
brain) were poorly understood but widely practiced
methods of treatment in the 1930s. The only Nobel
prize winning psychiatrist, Julius von Wagner-Jauregg,
was awarded the prize in 1927 for successfully treating insanity with malaria. For many of these treatments there was often no theoretical base - doctors
just tried whatever they came up with and waited to
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see what worked. At one point, American Dr. Walter
Freeman was performing a hundred lobotomies per
week by inserting an icepick into the patient’s eye
socket and tapping a couple of times with a hammer.
The enthusiasm for surgery as a treatment is more
understandable given that at the time the mentally
ill were generally shipped off to huge, filthy asylums
which offered no hope of a cure. Whether the psychiatrists involved wanted the best for their patients
or were simply performing self-indulgent experiments
on human subjects is a difficult question to answer in
hindsight.
The arrival of Lithium as a mood altering drug in
1949 completely changed the scene. This coincided
with surgery falling out of favour as a method of
general recourse, and in the early 1950s antidepressants and antipsychotic drugs were being developed.
The mood was upbeat – British Psychiatrist William
Sargent claimed that mental illness would be eradicated by the year 2000. The new drugs were a world
apart from the silliness of Freud and the secretive,
unaccountable and cruel asylums. Valium was incredibly widespread in the 1960s, and when Prozac was
invented in 1987 it quickly became the first port of
call for depression. Around the same time, there was
a backlash against asylums around the world, and inmate numbers reduced accordingly. This had its own
consequences of course, both good and bad.
Using mood altering drugs to treat the symptoms
of mental disorder remains in fashion today. While
the brutal surgical tactics of the 1950s were attempts
to cure insanity, these days it is acceptable for people
to be medicated for long periods of time, or sometimes their entire lives. Undoubtedly, this has allowed
people with serious mental disorders to live a quality
of life that would have been unthinkable a generation
earlier. Medication is not just reserved for serious,
chronic illness, however. As a backdrop to undeniably
improved treatment for serious disorders, psychiatry
has continued its creep into the mainstream. There
are now hundreds of vague psychological conditions
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Lewis Gurr investigates some amazing developments in the world of science

defined by their symptoms alone and not by what they
actually are. To illustrate this point, the first edition
of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (dsm, the
American Psychiatric Association handbook on diagnosing mental disorders) came in at 100 pages (1952),
the second edition is 134 pages, the third 560 pages
(1980) and the fourth 943 pages (2000). The fifth edition, scheduled to be published in 2013, boasts many
new disorders of varying severity. What is and isn’t
included is important, as the dsm has a broad influence over the entire psychiatric profession and beyond.
For example, in Australian law ‘insanity’ often means a
recognised psychiatric disorder – according to the dsm.
The queries over the rapid expansion of the dsm go
deeper than simply the number of conditions described. Lisa Cosgrove and Sheldon Krimsky, researchers from two universities in Massachusetts, analysed
the workgroups responsible for the dsm, and found
that for dsm iv 57% of contributors had financial
ties to the pharmaceutical industry. For dsm v this
figure has risen to 69%. Members of the workgroups
pertaining to disorders for which drugs are described
as the ‘front line treatment’ were more likely to have
these ties. In particular, every single member of the
workgroups for schizophrenia, mood disorders, and
sleep/wake disorders had financial ties to the drug
industry.
There is no denying the benefits of psychoactive
drug treatments in many cases. But at the same time,
the trend of medicating the mainstream is unsettling.
According to the abs, 47% of Australians will fit the
criteria for a mental illness at some point in their
lives – will that figure suddenly leap when the dsm v is
released? It’s difficult to comment on individual cases,
and I can’t say enough that in many cases medication is warranted, but nonetheless with hindsight we
may consider ourselves to have been in the midst of
another fad.
*Or at least, it will once I present it in this biased way.

CLONE THAT HORSE

Last year, Argentinian polo player Adolfo Cambiaso
cloned his best horses, and they’re expected to be
running around in 2015. Meanwhile, cloned pets are
routinely sold in South Korea and a shitstorm erupted
in Britain in 2010 over cloned beef, which had made
its way into supermarkets without anybody really
noticing. A few cloned embryos waltzed over from
the United States, and nobody really bothered to keep
track of them. Cloning an animal involves using its
DNA to create an identical ‘twin’, and it is strange
but apparently safe. It stands to reason that there
shouldn’t be any difference between cloned meat/milk
and that produced by the original animal – they are
the same, after all. It’s just... weird.

CARS REALLY DO FLY!
Welcome to the future. The Terrafugia Transition
may soon be on sale to the public, and it’s a flying
car. Wait, no, sorry – it’s a ‘Roadable Aircraft’. The
anticipated base price, according to the Terrafugia
website, is $279,000. It gets 35 miles per gallon on
the road (for the purposes of comparison, a hummer
gets about 12 and a Prius maybe 50 or 60), and can

in theory take off from the road as long as it has a
500m run up. This would, of course, be unbelievably
dangerous and about as illegal as it gets. Probably
the only thing stopping thousands of people rushing
to place their $10,000 deposit is what the Terafugia
looks like. As a plane, it’s not so bad (although it
looks a little bit like a toy) and besides, if anybody
is scorning you, well, you’re in a plane. On the road,
however, it looks like a prop from an unsuccessful
B-grade sci-fi movie from the days before the internet, colour television, or scriptwriters. On the other
hand, the Transition perhaps proves that these movies
predicted the future very accurately indeed. The latest
news on the Roadable Aircraft can be found at www.
terrafugia.com.

females in a ratio of 1 male to 5 females, in six hour
sessions over four days.
The flies that were sexually deprived consistently
chose the ethanol more than their counterparts. As
if the sadism of the researchers was still in question,
they then wanted to make sure that it was the lack
of sex, and not just the experience of rejection, that
made the flies want to get smashed. So they did what
any sensible person would do in that situation: they
exposed the male flies from the first group to decapitated virgins. Luckily the flies lacked the depravity of
the scientists and refrained from copulation. These
flies, subject to sexual deprivation but not exposed
to the social aspect of rejection, also chose to drown
their sorrows (failing to realise that, as my psychiatrist
told me, alcohol doesn’t drown your sorrows it merely
irrigates them).
The researchers looked at the reward pathways in
the flies’ brains that were activated by sex, and when
they artificially stimulated them even the virgin flies
didn’t seem to need to consume the ethanol. This
suggests that the addictive behaviour arises in flies to
compensate for a lack of reward in other areas. This
seems, at least, to be the scientific justification for this
experiment.

SEX, FLIES AND CRAZY
SCIENTISTS
Experimenters with too much time on their hands
have tested whether fruit flies deprived of sex are
more likely to get drunk; it turns out that they are.
The flies display addiction-type behaviour towards
alcohol, and so perhaps some analogies can be drawn
to people, but then again, they’re flies. The scientists
exposed one group of flies to one hour sessions of
sexual rejection three times a day for four days. The
other group was allowed to spend time with virgin
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IN CONVERSATION WITH PROFESSOR RAE FRANCES, DEAN OF ARTS

ELEANOR TAYLOR

more international and outward looking” than other,
older universities. She chose to return to Monash in
January 2007 to take the position of Dean of the Arts
(moving from her role at the University of NSW),
for much the same reasons- “it was a real go-getter
university and prepared to do things differently.”

“ ...academia can be an
incredibly rewarding
profession - there’s
never a dull moment.”

Photo Credit: Richard Plumridge

O

n the day of our interview, Professor
Rae Frances is excited at the prospect
of new information about Australian
mega fauna. This is just one of many
areas of interest for the busy Dean of Arts, and indicates her enthusiasm for new knowledge and research.
After brief introductions, we sit down and I ask her
the question that has been on my mind since the
interview was arranged: what exactly does a Dean do?
In essence, according to Professor Frances, the Dean is
“responsible for the quality of the research and teaching in the faculty, and also for sound financial and
resource management.” Dean since 2007, Professor
Frances is well qualified to judge both research and
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teaching, having excelled in both during her career.
She has written a long list of publications in diverse
areas of history including Australian history, women’s
studies, labour history and religious history.
Current projects
At the moment, Professor Frances is involved in
a number of small projects, and two collaborative
works. The first is an Australian Research Council
Linkage Grant, funded by the Australian Government, which will result in a multi-authored book on
the history of ANZAC Day. The book will be released
closer to the centenary of ANZAC Day in 2015, and
involves collaboration with researchers in the UK,
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Singapore and New Zealand. She describes the project as “a continuous process” with research, smaller
publications like a brochure for history teachers, and
forums that are open to the public. The second work
is a report on the comparative history of prostitution in cities, led by the International Social History
Institute in Amsterdam.
Career path
Professor Frances’ passion for history led her to focus
on history and politics in her undergraduate degree at
the University of Western Australia. She then moved
on to do a research masters in history. After this
point, she confesses, “I didn’t know what I was going

to do. It never occurred to me that I could be an academic...after I did my masters degree I looked around
at people who were doing PhDs and I thought, well
actually, they’re not that different to me.” Professor Frances then began work in the public service,
advising unemployed arts graduates as to which career
paths they should take. After eight months of helping
people who said they wanted “creative and challenging” careers, Professor Frances decided “I do too.” She
chose to complete a PhD, for the pure pleasure of
doing it, received a Commonwealth Scholarship and
made the move from Western Australia to Monash.
When I ask why Professor Frances chose Monash, she
replies frankly that it seemed “less stuffy...and much

Career advice
Professor Frances stresses the importance of choosing a career that you’re passionate about, rather than
focusing on a job’s pay packet. When asked about
her advice for those wishing to pursue a career in
academia, she replies honestly “be realistic but be optimistic.” “If you really are passionate about research
and teaching,” she continues, “then academia can be
an incredibly rewarding profession- there’s never a
dull moment.” Not only has Professor Frances forged
a highly successful career, she has also balanced her
work with family life, having two children. Her answer to the work-life balance is passion; “if you’re sufficiently passionate about what you’re doing, you find
the time.” Having a family life and building a career
is “completely doable”, although Professor Frances
emphasises the importance of having a supportive
partner. Hard work and the ability to “think laterally
and not be too rigid” are also crucial.
In fact, Professor Frances credits this flexibility and
“willingness to move and take short term jobs” for
her promotions. “I just thought, I’ll just do whatever
it takes, I’ll go where the jobs are” on finishing her
PhD. She moved first to Perth, then New Zealand,
then Sydney. However, now settled in Melbourne,
Professor Frances still isn’t content to rest on her
laurels. Combining the role of Dean International
with her role as Dean of the Arts, she often travels to
the schools of Arts in South Africa and Malaysia. She
also teaches an intensive study program in Prato, as
well as lecturing in a second year Australian Studies
Course on Environmental History (hence the mega
fauna interest). This is an important part of Professor
Frances’ position as she loves to teach.
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Professor Frances has been awarded joint winner of
the Australian Award for University Teaching in the
Humanities, with her partner and colleague Professor
Bruce Scates. She describes this as her favourite career
moment, as she was able to use the grant awarded to
take ten students on a study tour of Gallipoli. Her
cheerful, light-filled office shows her love of other
cultures, with mementos of her travels on the walls.
Areas of interest: Gender and History
Professor Frances has written a long list of book
chapters, articles and books on diverse elements of
Australian history. When asked if she feels Australian history is an essential area of knowledge, she is
emphatic that “it’s really important, I think, to your
sense as a citizen of a country to understand the
past.” In fact, knowledge of history is so important to
Professor Frances that “whenever I go anywhere, the
first thing I do is read about its history, because that
gives me some insight, I think, into contemporary
society.” Although she is fascinated by all Australian
history, she admits that her favourite period is the late
19th century and the years leading up to the Second
World War. She discusses the “sense of possibility” in
Australia, a new country at that time, and professes
her interest in following the dreams and lives of the
exceptional people from that era. Her enthusiasm
is contagious, and it’s little wonder that she says the
most common feedback she receives from students of
Australian History is “I never knew Australian History could be this interesting.”
Given her background in women’s studies, I am interested to hear Professor Frances’ opinion of gender
inequality in academia. She is realistic about gender
division, stating “I think there’s always going to be an
issue so long as women are the ones who bear children.” Nonetheless, she remains positive, saying that
Monash is generally very good at appointing senior
women. When I ask if she feels that her gender has
shaped her career, she is definite that it “absolutely”
has. She job-shared with Professor Bruce Scates for 12
years while she raised her children, but “managed to
hang in there.” After all, “you get the usual ignorance
and stupidity and misogyny,” she explains, “but it’s
not something I spend a lot of time thinking about, I
just get on with it.” It is arguably this no-fuss mentality that has shaped Professor Frances into the admirable academic, teacher and Dean that she is today.
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MSA OFFICE BEARER REPORTS
popular, so get there early if you want a
snack. We’re also working on the MSA
Breakfast Club, and MSA Unearthed,
which you should be hearing more about
soon. Keep listening, because it’s really
exciting. Recently I’ve been working on
ways to make the MSA more effective, so
hopefully we’ll soon be able to bring you
even more great programs and wins.

Education Academic Affairs:

Education Public Affairs: Hiba

President: Esther Hood

Thomas Whiteside and Julia Ponte

Marhfour and Liam McDonald

Hi all. The last few weeks we have been
really busy organising a range of new
events that the MSA will be launching
soon. If you love live music get excited,
because the MSA will soon be launching MSA Unearthed to showcase all the
great Monash artists we have on campus.
For those of you who are sick of early
morning starts and have started to skip
breakfast, we will soon be launching the
‘MSA Breakfast Club’, with free breakfast
once a week for everyone and anyone! I
hope you have had a great break and are
ready to get back into the swing of uni,
and remember, if you are thinking of
dropping out, drop in and see us at the
MSA first - one of our Student Rights
Officers will be able to help.

The Ed Ac team continues loading
fuel into the furnace of student rights.
Thomas is still plugging away at creating a worksheet to address and improve
student representation on faculty
boards, and it’s starting to take shape.
Thomas also continues to attend the
university’s committees, most recently
the General Library Committee, Learning Teaching Committee (LTC) and
Course Admission and Scholarship
Committee.
The most pleasing aspect of these
meetings has been securing a change
to LTC’s MULO’s (Lectures Online)
educational rationale to recognise the
issue of access and equity, i.e. that
recorded lectures provide a safety net
for students who can’t attend lectures
for various legitimate reasons. We are
however yet to achieve full support for
an “opt out” system across the entire
university. Furthermore, Thomas has
joined a workgroup to reassess Student
Evaluations.
Thomas donned the cow suit as part
of the WTF campaign’s speak out to
achieve a fairer distribution of SSAF
funding, the point being that Monash
is using the SSAF legislation to treat
students as “cash cows”. Thomas has
also been working with ESJ officer
Laura Riccardi on a range of social
justice issues.

Since the last Lot’s wife we’ve once
again been really busy in the Education
Public Affairs Department, running
around trying to fit as much as possible
into the day.
So what major things have we done?
Another speak out against the
distribution of the Student Services and
Amenities Fee (SSAF) revenue was held
and we were there to help out. The following day we launched our Back Up
on Parking campaign at MSA Tuesdays.
We also successfully began our Student Representative Network to train
students so that they can gain valuable
skills and hopefully help out advocating
for students and their rights.
Look out for the upcoming National Union of Students campaigns
‘Campus Crime Stoppers’ and ‘Fund
out Future’.

Treasurer: Olga Lisinska

Hey all, I hope first semester is going well
for all of you. If you are having issues,
come and see the MSA, it’s what we are
here for. So far the MSA has been working on MSA Tuesdays, which gives you a
free BBQ lunch every Tuesday at 12pm.
It’s been going really well, and has been

Secretary: Freya Logan

It is coming up to the part of the
semester where coffee dependency hits
its peak - this is no different for me,
one of the resident coffee addicts of the
MSA and university in general. MSA
members week was a success and it was
great to see so many people take up the
great deals and free ice-cream! At the
moment I am doing really fun and not
boring admin tasks, as is my job, so it
was really good to get out and talk to
students in the two MSA Speak Outs
about the SSAF which were held in
recent weeks. Now, more than ever, it is
really important to show your support
for student run student services and
your MSA. With a bunch of activities
in the works, like MSA Breakfast Club
and MSA Unearthed, the rest of the
semester is looking mighty fine.

Environment and Social Justice: Laura
Riccardi

The campaigns for social justice on
campus have continued with a successful Students for Palestine forum: ‘Why

call it Apartheid?’ This was followed
by a Boycott Israeli apartheid rally on
Palestinian Land Day, which was well
attended by Monash students. MRAC
screened a short film on mandatory
detention since the sinking of the
Malaysia Solution, and worked alongside refugee networks in Melbourne to
advertise a People Smuggling forum
featuring former refugees. I was busy
organising a speak-out against the allocation of the SSAF outside the administration building on April 2. This is an
issue I’d urge all students to pay close
attention to: the university’s refusal to
adequately fund your student union
will affect the existence of studentrelated and social justice campaigns in
the future and therefore requires an oppositional fight involving more protests
against the administration. ESJ week is
shaping up to be exciting so check the
Lot’s Wife calendar for more details or
drop by the ESJ office!

Welfare: Luck Nickholds

Mid-semester break’s over and uni’s
back – yay!
Right now I’m working on revitalising the Survival Centre – updating
the clothing section, switching up the
layout, and filling it with even more
household essentials like food and
laundry powder. Drop by if you’re
interested - hopefully you’ll notice some
improvements.
I’ve also been working with the
HUB and MUISS to organise the
Campus Connect Trivia Night. It’s on
Tuesday the 17th of April (Week 7)
from 4 til 6pm in the Main Dining
Hall in the campus centre. There’ll be

trivia, pizza and wacky prizes – you’re
pretty much guaranteed a good time.
As semester drags on some of you
might be finding it tough to make
ends meet, or encounter problems with
Centrelink or such. If this is you, then
don’t hesitate to get in touch. If I don’t
know how to solve your problem, then
I’ll know someone who can and I’ll be
able to put you in touch with them.
My office is upstairs in the campus
centre, just behind the MSA desk, or
if you prefer you can call me on 990
55493 or shoot me an email at
luke.nickholds@monash.edu

Male Queer: Wade Aulich

Salutations lovely people! The Queer
Department has been rather busy over
the last few weeks. As some of you may
have been aware, week five was Queer
Week, and I’m happy to report that the
work put into this project by a number
of wonderful volunteers really made
this amazing event shine.
I would like to introduce our new
acting Female Queer Officer Liz Griffiths, and wish her luck with the challenges ahead; I’m very confident in her
abilities. I would also like to let everyone
know that the Queer Department is cooperating with the HUB in the making
of an ‘It Gets Better Monash Project’.
This is an extremely important venture
that hopes to provide reassurance to
youth during the turbulent times of adolescence. If you would like to become
involved in any way, I would encourage
you to go to the Monash Queer Department (MQD) Facebook page to attain
further information. That’s all from me,
have an exquisite day!

Hello everyone! As your new Female
Queer Officer, I’d like to send a
big thank you to everyone who has
welcomed me into this role; for those
of you who don’t yet know me, please
introduce yourself when you see me
around, and accept my apologies if I
forget your name at any point!
The lounge is buzzing with activity
after Queer Week, and it was lovely to see
some new faces at our events. For those
who are hesitant to come into the mysterious world beyond the doors, please
know that it’s not a scary place - it often
has cookies! (Particularly from 12-2pm
every first and third Wednesday of the
month, when we have Newbies Queer
Tea.) We will also be shifting Queery,
our discussion group, to the alternate
Wednesdays, so come along from 122pm if you’d like some thought-provoking, friendly discussion. Other upcoming
events will include a Queer and Allyfriendly movie night, so keep your eyes
on the MQD facebook page for details
as it’s sure to be great night. Wade and I
would also like to thank all of those who
have filled out the survey for the Senate
enquiry into marriage equality at our
Queer Week MSA Tuesday barbeque; it
meant a lot that we had so much support.

Activities: Paul Ireland and
Bernadette de Sousa

The MSA Activities department hosted the Masquerade Cocktail Night on
Thursday the 15th of March. It was
the first major event after O-week,
and turned out to be a great success.
150 people attended and everyone
had a great night.

The Activities department has also
been heavily involved with helping out
the other MSA departments with their
MSA Tuesday BBQs.
We are currently working on
organising a Band competition called
Monash Unearthed, which will involve
Monash bands competing against each
other. The most popular band will
get to play at our Activities Night in
semester two. If you are in a band and
want to get involved, keep an eye out
for posters and facebook, or you can
contact Paul or Bernadette directly.
We are also preparing for the After
eXams Party, which will be held on
June 21st at CQ.

Women’s Department: Kate James

The Women’s Department has been busy
with a range of events, including a talk
from the International Women’s Development Agency’s Fiji program manager,
a self-defense workshop, and a picnic
for Diversity and Inclusion Week. The
Department also assisted with the HUB’s
Women’s Health Forum, a very informative and helpful event that covered a lot
of pertinent health issues. When it comes
to regular events, we are running a weekly
reading and discussion group on Thursdays at 1 pm in the Women’s Room.
Come along in order to discuss a range
of interesting topics, meet interesting
women, and just generally be interested.
Of course, women students are welcome
to spend time in the Women’s Room
whenever they like, so if you need a place
to relax or want to grab a pad or condom,
pay us a visit. If you would like to be notified of upcoming events in the Women’s
Department, email kate.elizabeth.
james@monash.edu

Female Queer: Elisabeth Griffiths
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TALKIN’ UNION.

SSAF: SOCIALISTS SAY ADMINISTRATION FUCKED
Laura Riccardi, Environment & Social Justice Office-bearer and member of Socialist Alternative

Thomas Whiteside

It goes without saying that the MSA is about more
than sausages, piss ups, and discounts ‘round campus.
I’d also hope that it goes without saying that the MSA
is all about providing a vehicle for student representation and advocating for student rights. The MSA
is also strongly committed to standing in solidarity
with many causes for justice in the outside world. The
Monash Student Council (MSC, the highest body of
the MSA) has recently passed motions is support of
various trade unions who are engaged in industrial
action. Numerous Office Bearers have attended days
of action, including picket lines, barbequeues and
rallies, in order to enhance the MSA’s commitment to
external causes.
Our constitution makes it clear that one of the
MSA’s purposes is “to make representations on behalf
of students to the community at large”. Our constitution also stresses that the MSA seeks to “protect,
promote, and develop the interests and welfare of
students.” I don’t think it’s drawing too long a bow
that suggest that standing in support with outside
causes, particularly those concerned with improving
pay and conditions, is crucial to the long term welfare
of students. Most of us are already working part time

in some capacity; we will all eventually have to face
the realities of the working world.
Over the past few months, the MSA has recognised its obligation to stand in solidarity with external
bodies. First off, we sent OBs down to the Tenants
Union of Victoria’s (TUV) stop work and barbeque.
The TUV is an organization that represents the
interests of renters and tenants, and yet their public
sector staff are paid a pittance, and paid at uneven,
non-uniform, varying rates. The dispute is ongoing.
Subsequently, the MSC passed a motion of support for Victoria’s nurses and the Australian Nurses
Foundation (ANF), who were fighting for a decent
pay rise, and against cutting nurse-patient ratios,
short and “broken” shifts, and the introduction of
under qualified Personal Care Assistants. That dispute
was resolved before we could send OBs down to their
stoppages; however the ANF warmly received our
letter of support.
The MSC also passed a motion condemning
Rabbi Simon Cowen for his disgraceful homophobic remarks, joining many others in an attempt to
distance Monash from such blatant bigotry. Most
excitingly, we passed a motion of support for pharmaceutical giant Sigma’s packing workers in Rowville.
Sigma’s 130 packing workers work extremely hard,

and were recently locked out for a fortnight without
pay for suggesting that, as part of the National Union
of Workers (NUW), they might take industrial action
to protect their afternoon and overnight loading and
minimum shift hours. After the fortnight elapsed,
however, the workers voted to stay out and continue
their old fashion “no trucks in or out” picket line.
A number of other OBs and I attended this. The
dispute was eventually settled, with workers holding
onto their penalty rates and securing a minor pay rise
of 4%.
Finally, MSC recently passed a motion condemning illegal Israeli settlements in Hebron. A motion
was also passed supporting Victoria’s cleaners, and
their union United Voice, in their quest for a pay
rise and to highlight the physical extremities of their
work, most notably the 15 kms they walk on average
each day. Bring on the Ambos and the Teachers!
If students want to get involved, drop Laura
Riccardi, our brilliant ESj office bearer, or any other
MSA office bearer a line.
Thomas Whiteside is one of the MSA’s Education Academic
Affairs Office Bearers

WHOLEFOODS WORRIES ONGOING
Friends of Wholefoods

In the last edition of Lot’s Wife, Friends of Wholefoods called for a Student General Meeting (SGM)
on the question of restoring volunteering in Wholefoods with the option of a meal ticket for every hour’s
volunteering. At a special meeting of the Monash Student Council (MSC), the motion to hold this SGM
was not seconded, meaning that it was unsuccessful.
MSA lawyers have contended that the volunteer
system at Wholefoods, as it has existed in recent years,
creates a sense of entitlement and is hence legally
dubious. Friends of Wholefoods understands this
interpretation to mean that volunteers are no longer
volunteers, but have to be paid and abide by an em-
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ployee relationship. The MSA maintains that its legal
advice justifies the scaling back of volunteer rewards
at Wholefoods. However, Friends of Wholefoods believes that the newly implemented Volunteer Rewards
Program contradicts this premise.
Volunteering is now all done through the Volunteer Reward Program, which Friends of Wholefoods
believes explicitly creates a sense of entitlement
through the expectation of rewards. According to
Friend’s of Wholefoods’ understanding of the MSA’s
legal advice, any volunteering which engenders a formal expectation of reward is unlawful. When external
lawyers, who were in attendance at the special MSC,
were asked about the Volunteer Rewards Program by
Friends of Wholefoods, the lawyers responded that
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they had not been briefed on this system and as such
could not pass comment.
The current program does create a lesser sense of
entitlement than previous arrangements, but still an
entitlement. The entitlement is a small token, with
a meal for on average 13 hours of volunteering. The
central question remains: if the old Wholefoods volunteering system is subject to legal scrutiny, why can
this scrutiny not be applied to the entire Volunteer
Rewards Program? The MSA has informed Friends
of Wholefoods that they are seeking advice on the
legal status of the Volunteer Rewards Program,
however results are yet to be seen, and Friends of
Wholefoods maintains that scrutiny should have
been applied earlier.

“We would hope all universities would work with
their student organisations to find the best blend of
student services and advocacy.” This is what Jesse
Marshall, last year’s National Union of Students
(NUS) President said about the SSAF legislation.
Perhaps the power addled his brain.
The Student Services Amenities Fee (SSAF) legislation has been passed, allowing universities to charge
students up to $263, ostensibly for the provision of
student services. However, universities like Monash
have already indicated that they will be using up to
20% of the expected $8 – 11 million they will receive
through the collection of the SSAF for capital works,
something that should be incumbent on the university to provide from their own coffers, which last year
totaled $1.178 billion.
It should come as no surprise that Professors Ed
Bryne, Peter Marshall and David Copolov, as representatives of the Monash establishment, are obstructing the MSA’s attempts to secure our rightful share of
the fee. The Vice Chancellor and his colleagues are
managers of an institution that prioritises profit above
the needs of the student body. To that end, an active
student union, with the power to challenge a university administration (on issues very much related to the
allocation of student funding), is hardly something
the heavyweights at Monash are amenable to.
The reality is that universities have very little interest in maintaining a student union on campus beyond
the provision of services (and even this they are able
to achieve without the existence of the MSA). Student unions were established out of recognition that
students are treated like a cash cow by universities
everywhere; that the liberal tertiary education they
expected was nothing more than a degree factory,
churning out graduates. The interests of universities
have always been the same as any financial institution;
in fact, the SSAF represents a further step towards
user-pays education.
Therefore, what is needed for the MSA to emerge
victorious against the administration is an assertive
campaign which recognizes that Monash is behaving in an obstructionist manner because its aims
are oppositional to our own. The administration
seems hostile because it is. Our response should be a

Illustration by Tiffany Hallett
campaign that fights for every dollar owed to us, that
opposes the idea of the university negotiating funding agreements with any other organisation than the
democratically elected representatives of the student
body: their student union.
Aspects of this approach have been taken up by
the MSA, including the controversial advertisement
published in MX by the MSA, advising students to
go to the University of Melbourne if they cared about
student-run services. This was an applaudable step in
the right direction. It elicited a panicked response by
the university, resulting in a global email being sent
to the student body in a feeble attempt to undermine
the MSA’s ‘WTF: Where’s the Funding?’ efforts.
Unfortunately, some office-bearers of the MSA
have not been wholehearted in adopting these assertive tactics. The National Labor Students (NLS) at
Monash, who dominate the MSA, have mainly operated under the assumption that the university would
enter into negotiations in good faith, that meeting
with the administration’s powerbrokers or sending
them a politely worded email would suffice. Many of
the other office-bearers also opposed a motion I and a
fellow member of Socialist Alternative proposed, that
would direct our President, Esther Hood, to invite
the Vice Chancellor and Pro-Vice Chancellor to the
next Monash Student Council meeting to debate the
funding agreement openly. Furthermore, they argued
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against the need for increased transparency in the
correspondence between President Hood, who wrote
on behalf of the MSA, and the administration. This
approach is generalized throughout the NLS faction
across Australia, as Jesse Marshall’s presidency of NUS
is indicative of.
Thus far, Monash University has vindicated Socialist Alternative’s approach: Copolov and co. have done
little but send smarmy, uncompromising responses in
return to our pleas. This indicates we need to up the
ante. On April 2, there was a speak-out held by the
MSA which attracted the attention of security guards
in case we “stormed the building.” If only. Before
we build barricades, the MSA needs to build a mass
campaign comprised of students that are prepared to
continue organising until our demands are met.
Monash has a proud tradition of student activism,
from harbouring draft dodgers to holding Malcolm
Fraser hostage in the bathrooms of our hallowed
halls. Our student union is going to be crippled by
one of the worst funding agreements in the country
as a result of the SSAF legislation. This could sound
the death knell for our union within the next decade
unless our response is a fight back in keeping with our
proud tradition.
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HELPING THE DISABLED TO STEP INTO EMPLOYMENT
Alana Greenberg

be a statistician, and yet even with great transcripts
across three degrees in maths, economics and commerce he had only been able to find employment as
a floor sweeper a result of his poor mental health.
By working with Stephen and securing him regular appointments with a psychiatrist, AND assisted
him in obtaining a job as a data analyst for a federal
department. Similarly, AND helped a male student
with Asperger’s with his interpersonal communication
skills, enabling him to undertake a mentorship with
IMB through the Stepping Into... program.
The Stepping Into… program involves coaching
applicants through the interview process, because, as
it was put by Brooks, “Getting a job is like playing
a game, and if you don’t know the rules you’re not
going to win”. Students are also mentored to improve

their confidence, which can often be more of a barrier
than the actual constraints of their disability, and are
matched to opportunities on the basis of their skills,
knowledge and preferred work culture. At the same
time, AND approaches their member organisations
(the businesses) to survey which internships are available. Generally, the most opportunities are in finance,
marketing, communications and law. Certain areas,
like nursing and social work, present an unexpected
challenge for AND – a shortage of students seeking
placements. As there is a fee involved for member organisations, a lack of applicants can make it difficult
to keep members engaged. Monash students with a
disability are encouraged to utilise the services AND
can provide in their search for employment.

During Diversity and Inclusion Week, Monash
University invited Rebecca Brooks from the Australian Network on Disability (AND) to discuss AND’s
unique approach to promoting an inclusive employment environment for people with disabilities.
Although it is not necessarily obvious, around 18.5%
of the population has a disability. It seems hard to
picture this, perhaps because ‘disability’ is such a
narrow term for a broad category that encompasses
asthma, epilepsy, arthritis, HIV/AIDS, diabetes,
cancer, sensory impairment, intellectual disorders and
depression to name just a few.
Brooks described a workforce in which many businesses unintentionally exclude people with disabilities
from employment, meaning that skilled workers who
are disabled are given limited opportunities, and employers are unable to access the talent that exists within this pool of people. Clearly, it’s far from a small
undertaking to craft a business which offers equal
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WHENCE OUR WORDS?
Joshua Reinders

H

ave you ever asked yourself where
words come from? Ever wondered
whence come these vocables that
flitter by our ears, these scribblings
that clamour for our eyes’ attention, these pockets
of orally-puffed air with which we break the silence?
Well, you may not realise it, but we actually do possess a wealth of knowledge that to quite a large extent
is capable of answering these and other similar questions. Etymology essentially amounts to a storehouse
of knowledge about the histories of individual words.
In the interest of illustrating the frequently startling
and often enlightening discoveries that we can make
using this tool, let’s take a closer look into the origins
of a handful of the common words that are absolutely
indispensable when discussing our university existence.
First up is campus, a word borrowed directly from
Latin whose contemporary English spelling mirrors down to the letter the way Julius Caesar himself
would have jotted it down more than 2,000 years ago.
Our habit of pronouncing it isn’t exactly historically
accurate, though - its Classical Latin pronunciation
was actually closer to that of English compass. In
any case, it’s hard to imagine a Monash student who
wouldn’t be well-acquainted with this word, especially since most of us regularly find ourselves having
to specify whether we mean Caulfield or Clayton,
Berwick or Peninsula campus whenever we utter that
unwittingly ambiguous statement ‘I go to Monash’ to
new friends and acquaintances. Regarding the background of the word itself, it’s interesting to note that

the English meaning is actually much narrower than
the Latin one, which simply denoted a field or large
open space that could be put to use for anything from
warfare (compare: ‘battlefield’) to agriculture. Unsurprisingly, English is only one of several languages to
have pilfered this word from the Romans. The word’s
German guise, Kampf, was infamously appropriated
by Adolf Hitler to emblazon his first infamous tell-all
book. Translating as ‘struggle’, Kampf presumably
derives its meaning from the frequently combative
conditions under which the Germanic tribes and
Roman legions met each other on Roman campuses
centuries ago.
Seeing as how we now know a bit more about
campuses, wouldn’t it be a good idea to endeavour to
learn a little bit more about those usual suspects who
populate them?
Accordingly, our next word is one that we often
use to describe ourselves – student. But why bother
looking into the origin of the word ‘student’, you
may ask? How can a word so boring, so humdrum,
and so devoid of vivid associations, a word whose
sound is neither particularly pleasant nor exciting,
a word whose meaning is so broad that it is able to
be applied equally to preps as to postgraduates, be
worth a second look? The answer, believe it or not, is
irony, namely because in the language of the Romans
the word student originally meant ‘someone who
is eager (for knowledge)’. The implication is that if
you should find yourself rather unenthused about
the subject you’re studying, it’s worth considering
the idea that perhaps, in the most fundamental and
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ancient sense of the word, you’re actually not even a
student at all! However, fear not for your academic
credentials, because far from being an ignoramus
(translating from the Latin literally as a ‘we-do-notknow’), it’s possible that you’re just suffering from a
certain malaise that isn’t exactly unheard-of amongst
students…
…that malaise being procrastination - and the
irony of the English language using such a long and
laboriously spelt word to designate such a lethargic
habit should not be lost on the reader. However,
should we attempt to pierce through such linguistic
subterfuge by putting on our Latin thinking caps,
the genius of this word’s structure becomes clear.
This is because procrastination literally translates as
‘for-tomorrow-ing’, in other words ‘putting off until
tomorrow’! And how exactly do we arrive at this conclusion? Well, pro is Latin for for (e.g. quid pro quo,
‘something in exchange for something else’), cras is
the Latin word for tomorrow, and the –ion ending is
Latin for English ‘–ing’, altogether giving us procrastination. Pretty cool, no?
So there you have it: you now know more or less
where three words in the English language that are
important to university life come from. All that’s left
now is to get yourself acquainted with the etymologies of the other hundreds of thousands of them and
then you’ll be well placed to answer the question
‘where do words come from?’
You’re sure to be a hit at parties.
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LECTURER PROFILE:

O’ AUSTRALIA
THE TRAVEL BLOG OF A
NOT-SO-WORLDLY CANADIAN
Lori-Ann Russell

DR CHRIS
THOMPSON
Position:
Chemistry Lecturer

Branded, like hot iron on an unwilling
piece of flesh...graphic yes, but mostly
metaphoric...

A

local from Toronto, Canada, Melbourne
is the furthest I’ve strayed from home,
and I’ve embarked on exchange unsure
of what to expect as I immerse myself in
a city emasculated with culture. I’ve only been on exchange at Monash Clayton campus for two months,
yet I feel like I’m part of a universe that is filled with
people of all ages, races, cultures, and backgrounds
and I have to say, it’s blowing my f@#$ing mind!
Off the tip of my fingers, I believe that I’ve met an
ambassador from almost every global center in the
world: New York, Sweden, Malaysia, England, Sri
Lanka, Germany, Paris, Denmark, South Africa, Boston, China, Japan, Quebec, Mauritius, Vancouver,
Scotland, Wales, and of course, Australia (input your
country if it has been missed) during my exchange;
but my cultural experience strays far beyond the walls
of Monash University.
I can gladly say that Melbourne is a city that everyone should visit at least once in their lifetime. The
atmosphere, unlike Toronto, is easy going even in the
most concentrated places. The people, the culture,
and the food are like viral videos that the entire world
should see. Despite the teeming multicultural vibe
of the city, I still found a piece of home on my first
visit. One evening, while trolling for a bite, I came
across a horse and carriage and that was when I saw
it...Hungry Jacks! Right then and there, I realised
that cheeseburgers are the cheapest and most easily
accessible form of home that I could fully immerse
myself in. Unfortunately, the most I’ve had of Mel-
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bourne cuisine is fish ’n’ chips. I am not an expert on
culinary dishes (I’m pretty excited when any plate of
food is shoved in front of me), and so I’m really keen
to see what else Melbourne has to offer.
Prior to arriving here, I hadn’t stepped foot on
a beach in approximately three years. Based on
personal experience, it seems that this is a fact that
most Aussies find gasp-worthy. With the lack of
shores within reach at home, I’d hoped for at least
some sympathy, but all I find is confusion. ‘No beach
for three years? What planet are you from?’ say the
expressions of those to whom I reveal my dirty secret.
To make up for the absence of idyllic beachside
scenes in Canada, I ventured to Mordiallic beach and
plastered myself in the sand before jumping gleefully
into the ocean. What was my first impression of Aussie beaches? Perfect weather, cold water, and a fillet
feast with ice cream for lunch – amazing.
Suburbia, on the other hand, is the one mechanism of boredom that humankind has created and,
not to my surprise, it’s also a worldwide phenomenon. Suburbs exist in both the North and here in
the South, and they’re not all that different. Through
suburbia, I’ve found here in Australia a little slice of
Canada hand carved to perfection.
Suburbia is all about repetition. Unlike city dwellers, people in the suburbs constantly find themselves
preoccupied with wholesome activities (cult fests like
“The Hunger Games”) and fundraisers. The beauty
about living in the suburbs is that you can choose
to have as many “Night’s on the Town” as you wish,
all the while knowing that you can return to your
utopian refuge. It’s the best of both worlds I suppose,
until your nights become the morning breath that
hits every soccer mom within a one block radius.
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Let’s be frank, following a late night scurry through
the city your heinous crimes become the topic of
breakfast, the club music and sirens from the night
before resonate as an alarm clock, and the next day
beckons a new beginning, and the same night.
Supermarket shopping, that stalwart suburban
activity, can be, in its own right, a cathartic ritual
that commuter’s participate in for sustenance and
entertainment; honestly, you wouldn’t believe the
people that shop at whole food stores. The joy of
knowing that you can provide for your family (or in
many cases myself ), is a feeling that combines relief
and annoyance. Why? Because the same damn thing
happens every week, no matter which continent
you’re on.
But let’s get something straight: one thing that is
extremely different between the North and South is
the hours of operation in most customer service centres. The notion that most stores and shopping centres close at 5:00pm baffles me. Back home, the latest
hour that any pharmacy remains open is the same
as Toronto nightclubs. Luckily for me, the Australian system has given me more incentive to complete
my checklists faster, because I only have between the
hours of 8 - 5 to complete them.
Final thought; if anyone, local or international,
approached me and asked me to summarize Melbourne in a few words, my response would be; Melbourne, for me, is a mass of cultured hysteria which I
plan on engaging in daily during my stay in Australia. With the bustling, vibrant city, sublime beaches
and sprawling suburbs with overtones of home, how
could I go wrong?

Credentials:
• BA(Asian Studies), BSc(Hons) from
Australian National University (ANU)
• PhD in Chemistry from Monash University

place at times, at our end. You get asked to do a lot
with not much time. You go through patches. If you
asked me a few weeks ago, I might have been talking
about resigning and going fishing or something like
that for the rest of my life! Most academics do it just
because they love it.

Ebony Bowden

How did you end up at Monash?
I did my double degree in Arts and Science at ANU
in Canberra, and I was over Canberra, but that’s what
happens when you’re in Canberra for a while. A PhD
project came up at Monash that I was really interested
in, so I ended up coming down here in 2001 and doing that for three years. I went away for a while, then
a lecturing position came up here in 2007 and I’m
still here.
Your academic career started with a Bachelor
of Arts (Asian Studies) and Science. Why Asian
Studies?
I was good at science, but I was quite interested in
Chinese language at the time. The science was like,
well, ‘I should probably do something which might
get me a job one day’. I learnt to speak Cantonese
when I was living in Hong Kong. You learn it on
the street, you learn it from other young people, you
learn the swear words. You remember it because it’s
like street language.
You were a Postdoctoral Research Fellow at the
University of Melbourne. Do you think you’re
going to stay here at Monash?
For the time being. It can be a pretty wild sort of

How do you keep your lectures engaging?
It can be challenging. Today for example we took
some liquid nitrogen into the lecture theatre. It’s
-200° Celsius and you can just about freeze anything
in a matter of seconds. We froze some rubber dog
toys and when you throw them they just shatter. As
it happens, it did tie into the topic so it wasn’t just
an indulgence – well, it was a bit of an indulgence.
Last week we were blowing up hydrogen balloons.
It’s simple, but we’re human beings, and for whatever
reason we all have this pyromania in us somewhere.
When you do that in a lecture theatre everyone goes
‘oh wow’, but at the same time there’s some really
interesting chemistry behind that. So you do these
little party tricks but you tie it into the chemistry and
it keeps people engaged.
Have you ever done these tricks at parties?
What’s your party trick?
Liquid nitrogen’s hard to get to parties. Dry ice is a
bit of fun to play with. You can play a lot of tricks
with dry ice.
I read that your research involves tandem mass
spectrometry of ion molecule relations. Can you
explain this in layman’s terms?
It’s synchrotron spectroscopy that I do more of. A
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synchrotron is actually quite simple. It’s a building
about as big as a footy field, and you just literally spin
electrons in circles at just under the speed of light.
That actually gives off lots of radiation. When I say
radiation, I don’t mean nuclear radiation, which is not
cool; I mean radiation that is a powerful source of xrays. I’m an infrared spectroscoper. The old fashioned
bar heaters that glow and give off lots of heat, that’s
actually infrared radiation that’s warming you up.
You’ve helped to write about twenty academic
publications. Did you ever see yourself becoming
an academic?
I’m not sure there are many people who see themselves becoming an academic. When you’re eighteen
you go to uni and you don’t really know what’s next.
Unless you’re a complete freak or your father was a
professor, you really just follow a pathway and you
don’t know where it’s going to go. I didn’t even think
I was going to do a PHD when I was in third year,
even honours.
This is a tacky pop culture question; do you think
that shows like The Big Bang Theory do anything
for the stereotype of scientists?
Yes, I think they re-enforce the stereotype of scientists!
I think it’s terrible, but I know heaps of science nerds
and science geeks who love the show and I think it’s
really good for science to be represented in pop culture. In science we’re constantly striving to communicate what we do. Not just in scientific journals, but
to the public, so that the public don’t think that we’re
just crazy people in a lab somewhere, but that what
we do really feeds into the world around us.
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THE HITCHHIKER’S GUIDE TO THE FACULTY:
THE SECRET LAGOON
Monash Clayton covers over 1.1 square kilometres, most of which you will never ever see. Ever.
As your guide I seek to take you, each month, on an armchair journey to the deepest and darkest
recesses of your Monday-Friday home.
This month, we venture into what is known by the
natives (Med students) as the “Lagoon”, located
between the mighty monolith of Building 13 and the
spaceship-like Building 16.
This secluded and peaceful pond is populated, mysteriously, by deck chairs (which, to my dismay, do
not recline any further). Upon peering into the pond,
observers will be greatly surprised to find neither fish
nor cadavers, but rather a greenish murk, reminiscent
of toxic sludge. Several structures, presumed to be
primitive Med student artwork, breach the surface
of the shimmering water. Across the pond, sleeping
beneath the twisted trees, several creatures rest. Their
general unkemptness, and the fact that they remain

BE OUR GUEST
Booze. Heckling. Excessive Public Displays of Affection. Inappropriate childhood-ruining puns. Nudity.
General Debauchery. In short, just your average
Disney-themed event. The Disney Society, founded
in 2011, is now the single biggest society on campus,
with over 1300 members. Originally formed as an
excuse for President and Founder Lucy Rutherford
to buy a floor-length Cinderella dress and create an
event to wear it to, she never expected her dream to
become a reality within a year: Cinderella’s ball will
take place in early semester two.
Along with over 100 crazy Disney fans, I recently
attended the Disney Society Trivia Night. From
experience, the best part of a trivia night is the drinking part that comes after trivia, in which participants
swill away anything that has been learnt and make
fun of the smart-ass know-it-all Hermiones who won
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asleep even as I blow my trusty vuvuzela in their ears,
indicates that these are, in fact, native Med students.
I see a large male, presumably an elder of the tribe,
approach me, and make a hasty exit from the sacred
site. My retreat is met with cries of “I just want to
measure your blood pressure!”
As far as recommendations go, I encourage most
everyone (except, perhaps, those likely to fall in) to
discover the natural beauty of the pond for themselves. I advise keeping a safe distance from the natives, as they may accost you, looking for test subjects.
Your Friend in Travel,
Sir Timothy Christopher Samuel Newport Esquire

Illustration by Celsy Tampo

Olivia Tolich experiences a night with the Monash Disney Society

the damn thing. Given that I was driving the night
of Disney Society trivia, my expectations weren’t that
high. I didn’t even have a costume. However, I realized something as soon as I sat down – you definitely
don’t need alcohol or a costume to have a crazy night
when you’re surrounded by 90s kids and the magic
of Disney.
I take my hat off to the society for choosing the
most obscure and random questions to ask. Such was
the level of difficulty that only die-hard fans were able
to answer. Between trivia rounds, the Monash Guitar
Players’ Association graced us with a few acoustic renditions of Disney songs. This led to the inevitable taking over the microphones with spectacular renditions
of “Be Prepared”, “Under the Sea” and in particular
“A Whole New World”, which ended with the kind of
kiss that would put Kath and Kel to shame.
The $1 pots kept flowing, the singing grew louder,
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the floor grew infinitely stickier and by 9:30, the clothes were gone. This made for a very interesting scene,
definitely the final nail in the coffin of innocence that
was associated with Disney in my childhood.
The Disney Society offers something truly beautiful: the chance to unabashedly and actively reminisce
about the best part of childhood with like-minded
people. I’m also convinced that if I go to enough
events I might find my soul mate - I’ve always maintained that a working knowledge of Disney is a prerequisite for any potential partner, so I’d better order
my onesie and save money for a ticket to the ball,
because Cinderella has some competition for Prince
Charming. Yes, my teeth and ambitions are bared:
be prepared.
Remember to “Like” Monash Disney Society’s
Facebook page to keep up to date with their events
and to join their mailing list!

Previously, I have talked about my whoring in very
positive terms. It’s something I’ve done quite consciously, because people’s minds need no encouragement to go to the negatives when prostitution is the
topic at hand. “Isn’t that dangerous?”, “I could never
do that”, “You’ll regret it in the long run” etc. ad
nauseum. I feel, however, that it would be irresponsible to give people the impression that the sex work
industry is all sunshine and roses.
Though the industry is not the image of back
alley blowjobs at the beck and call of a violent pimp
that is portrayed in movies, things can go wrong.
Especially if you get careless. A few weeks after I
started in the industry, I let my manager talk me into
doing an escort job outside the parlour. I don’t really
want to go into any detail about what happened, it’s
not important and I don’t want to trigger anything
for anyone reading this. Long story short, he was
expecting something I don’t offer, he got angry when
I refused, I was too scared of what he’d do if I tried
to leave, and he raped me. Yes, I know, how can you
rape a whore? Isn’t that just theft? All very amusing
when it’s not really happening.
This perspective is part of what can make sex
work dangerous; some clients (I want to make it clear
not all) see hookers as non-human sex robots. They
put their money in and they own you. In theory,
if someone begins to behave in that manner you’re
supposed to tell them “Actually you’re paying for
my time,” and if they keep trying to coerce you to
perform a service you don’t offer, you walk out. I’ve
done it before, but in the safety of the parlour where
I know there is a manager just down the hall who can
reason with them on my behalf, and I know that if

I scream half a dozen angry transwomen in stilettos
will be there within about five seconds to help me. In
a client’s house it’s a whole different ball game. I was
new and uncomfortable, I was in a really unfamiliar
environment and I didn’t have the faith in the managers back at the parlour to believe that I wouldn’t get
in trouble for walking out. Afterwards, the client told
me to “get dressed and fuck off,” which I did as fast
as I could manage. When I got back to the parlour,
shaken and on the verge of tears, the manager offered
me a cup of tea and told me it wasn’t a big deal.
This brings me to the culture of sex work. The
way in which it is pushed into the shadows gives
plenty of room for unscrupulous business practice.
I can’t count the number of times the owner of the
parlour I work at has lied to me, and as I mentioned
the managers can be pretty jaded. And according to
other workers, my parlour is one of the nicest ones
around. Trafficking and sexual slavery are real issues,
and they happen in parlours in Melbourne. There’s
a parlour in Melbourne at present where a worker is
suing her former employers after being raped at gunpoint by a client who was angry that she would not
have sex without a condom. She’s claiming that the
parlour had a reputation for unsafe sex that led to the
client’s expectation, and that the parlour tried to stop
her reporting the incident. And amongst the workers
themselves, the way in which sex work is structured
gives rise to a competitive environment that can turn
people pretty nasty. When one worker is doing well,
all sorts of accusations come out from the other workers. Infighting is a common issue. While I’m yet to
see any of these confrontations come to a head, it can
make for a fairly unpleasant environment to work in.
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Finally, sex work is not the guaranteed wealth it
is made out to be. It can pay amazingly well - on my
best night I made almost a grand - but it’s a fickle
industry. Some weeks you can be rolling in money
and the next you may earn nothing. I can’t tell you
how disheartening it is to spend hours sitting around
in the back room, broken by intros with clients who
don’t pick me, only to go home with nothing. A few
nights in a row like this, especially when money is
running low, can break anyone’s spirit. Sex work isn’t
a job to be relied on for a steady income, it’s not a
golden ticket, it’s an unreliable and demanding mistress that rewards and punishes with little discernable
pattern.
I don’t write any part of this intending to attack
the sex work industry, or to denounce its existence.
The sex work industry will always exist and I’d like to
see more public acceptance for those that choose to
work within it. However, I don’t wish to mislead anyone regarding its nature; there are dangers relating to
it and there are parts of it that are just awful. If one
is properly informed of these dangers and properly
prepared, they can be minimised to a point where
most workers have few incidents, however they can
never be truly eliminated. My hope is that as more
people become aware of sex work, there can be more
done to make the industry a safer and more pleasant
environment.

Next issue I’d like to answer any questions people have for me regarding sex
work so please send your questions to
alexandrasdiary@gmail.com
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CAN YOU REALLY BE FRIENDS WITH
SOMEONE YOU USED TO SLEEP WITH?

IF ONLY I WAS A MELBOURNE UNI STUDENT

Anika Baset

E

very time I ask this question, I’m met with
the same response- ‘Of course you can! Just
be mature adults about it!’ Theoretically,
it sounds plausible. On a practical level,
though, I’m really not so sure that it can work ….
So there was a boy (let’s call him Bob), we had a
thing and then it ended. Naturally, I went through
the five stages of grief afterwards. Denial (this is just
some sexy new game we’re playing, right?), anger
(BUT YOU DIDN’T HAVE TO CUUUUUTTT
ME OFFFFFFF!) bargaining (if I get rid of my collection of light sabers, will you come back?), depression
and then finally, acceptance (screw Bob, I’m going to
flirt with people with delicious British accents). After
getting my mojo back, I vowed to be rational and ma-

ture about the whole thing. We were friends before,
surely we can be friends again, I thought.
I didn’t have to wait long before I saw him at uni.
Operation Amigo Bob, ready to go! After getting my
ego pumped up by my friends (‘Damn girl, you look
SMOKIN’ today!’) I slowly headed closer…..and
then I saw it. Now that the thick smog of emotional
attachment had lifted, the truth was stark and unavoidable. Bob was ugly. And even worse, I had gone
there. Many, many times. I was horrified at myself.
Was I drunk every single time?! Maybe this ‘friendship’ thing wasn’t going to work. It would be too hard
to deal with the gravity of my mistake every time I
looked at him.
But then I realized I was being disgustingly superficial. ‘He’s unattractive, so what? You can still be his
friend! It’s what’s on the inside that counts’. But Bob

was determined to make things difficult. I actually
overheard him say ‘Tony Abbott has definitely got
my vote as the next PM’. Being ugly was one thing
but this was just too much. I used to sleep with a
staunch Liberal?! HOW DID THAT HAPPEN?!!
I backed away slowly and then raaaaaaan, trying
in vain to escape the sheer horror of what I had just
discovered.
I gave up on my vision of being buddies with
Bob. Now that our days of lust and passion were
over, I could see who he really was. Being his
friend would just lead to one massive existential
crisis. It was effort better spent on someone new.
Plus, once you’ve seen someone naked, you can
never, ever forget it.

THE ARTWORK ON OUR WALLS
Caelli Greenbank

I

n the first-ever edition of Lot’s Wife I read,
some faceless veteran of Monash told me that as
part of my sojourn at university I needed to add
to the toilet graffiti. At first, I was understandably quite shocked. As a prim, demure little high
school girl, I’d never considered the idea of defacing
even so much as my pencilcase with the slogans and
drawings that one sees everywhere they go.
I soon came to understand, though, the intent of
what they were saying. The writing that I found on
every door was not only omnipresent, there was also a
real purpose behind it.
On January 1st, 2005, a man in America called
Frank Warren started up a blog called PostSecret.
PostSecret is a community art project where people
from around the world send in their deepest, darkest
secrets on the back of a homemade postcard. Each
week some of these secrets are posted on the blog and
shared anonymously with the world. The Monash
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Women’s Department has set up its own version of
PostSecret in the Women’s Lounge, and fascinated
with the idea, I too added my own secrets to the wall
This was what the toilet door scribblings made
me think of as I went about my daily Monash life.
These writings weren’t coarse, offensive or crude, as
most graffiti these days seems to be; these scribblings
told the stories of the lives of the women who passed
through these rooms and the university that harboured them.
I read about a girl who felt she was doing the
wrong course; I heard of one woman’s struggle with
unplanned pregnancy and an empathetic stranger’s
offer of support; I learnt about the story of the university painting all the toilet doors black and of all
the writers breaking out their White-Out in defiance.
Love, sex, philosophy – it was all written up there for
everyone to see. Our own PostSecret walls – a kind of
soul-sharing for the Monash populace.
I guess I’ve been a lot more open to our graffiti ever since. Nowadays I scour the backs of doors
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between classes, looking for another gem of wisdom
or humour to brighten my day. It’s kind of humbling
to know that you’re one of thousands of students over
the years to inscribe your piece of history in stone
– or wood. So, ladies and gentlemen, take up your
pens, pencils and White-Out and add your own little
piece of graffito to the story in the artwork on our walls.

BAR REVIEWS

If you needed any more proof that attending a university in the suburbs
would add to your sophistication, this
month Lot’s Wife brings to you a selection of bars from Melbourne CBD and
Glen Waverley. Whilst Ebony Bowden
finds Melbourne’s establishments classy,
cultured and delicious, Eleanor Taylor
has a little less to say about the night life
in Glen Waverley.

SEAMSTRESS BAR

MISTY BAR

Ebony Bowden

Ebony Bowden

Housed in a 100-year-old textile factory, Seamstress
Bar feels like a little bit of New York in Melbourne.
It sits above a restaurant by the same name, and can
only be reached by climbing up three perilous flights
of stairs. Ragtime music plays overhead, giving the
sense that you’ve stepped back in time to a bar during
the prohibition era. Drinks like the ‘Rum Floradora’
are sure to become quick favourites, with ingredients
like white rum, raspberry syrup and ginger beer.
Seamstress Bar is part of the iconic Melbourne bar
scene. It is hidden away from the masses in a toocool location, features a large cocktail menu and has
a distinct style of its own. Visit before the rest of
Melbourne does.

When it comes to laneway bars, Misty is the original.
Open since 1998, it is still as popular and relevant
as ever. Located in Melbourne’s most photographed
laneway, Hosier Lane, Misty is the place to challenge your views on alcohol and open your mind to
a whole new world of drinking. Focus is set on what
Misty does best - cocktails and spirits. For those who
cannot bring themselves to order a cocktail however,
there are plenty of local beers to choose from, including Mildura, Sunshine, Healesville, Prahran and
Hawthorn. Although open until 3am on weekends,
Misty is the perfect place for a few good drinks before
hitting the town.

ALL DRESSED UP...
Eleanor Taylor experiences a disappointing night out in the suburbs

This isn’t a typical bar review, and I am sorry. I’ve
had a busy few weeks, and I was pretty tired on the
weekend, but wanted to try a new place to write up.
I decided that surely others, too, occasionally feel
too tired or impoverished to venture into the city, so
I looked more locally for a bar. Off I went to Glen
Waverley. I had planned to go to Coco Lounge, a bar
that looked nice on the internet and that I’d never
been to before. Unfortunately, I still haven’t been
there, as it was closed for a private function.
No big deal, I said confidently, there can’t be only
one bar in Glen Waverley. I remembered a karaoke
bar near the station that I’d seen before, and decided
to try it out. Except that it looked more than slightly

suspicious. And was blaring music that I would be
incapable of singing along to. So I didn’t even make it
through the front door. Not a problem, I said hopefully, we’ll find somewhere else. So I trotted along
to the cinema complex. The most bustling place in
there? The pokies. I’d like to say that I left, but I actually love the pokies. I happily played Zorro, a 1 cent
machine (I prefer to spend my money on cocktails!)
for about half an hour.
We then decided to move on, and went to Shine
Cafe Bar and Lounge. Upstairs is the bar, and what a
place! An 18th birthday party and a hen’s night had
converged on a small space which played modern
hits like Jitterbug and the Macarena. Not only was

the service rapid, the waitress beamed with delight as
we ordered, and had the innitiative to replace banana
with Midori without seeking my ill-informed opinion. We quickly finished our drinks (which weren’t
great, but quite cheap at about $10 each) and left to
go home, defeated. The bouncer’s smile at our rapid
exit indicated that we weren’t the first to fall victim to
Glen Waverley’s nightlife. I can only urge you not to
be next.
All of these places are in Glen Waverley- visit at
your own peril.

Berlin Wall, Germany
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TOM BALLARD: DOING STUFF

COMEDY REVIEWS

For such a young guy, Tom Ballard possesses quite an impressively well-developed funny bone, and his new
routine Doing Stuff, with its riotous litany of gags both shocking and unexpected, only serves to prove that
youth is no handicap when getting down to the task of putting a roomful of Melburnians into stitches.
Running from now until the 22nd of April as part of the Melbourne Comedy Festival, Ballard’s show offers
consistent laughs in a relaxed atmosphere, and it unfolds like a jovial house party conversation with the funniest guy you know. Not surprisingly, it must be mentioned that prospective comedy-goers are advised to leave
any sensitivity at the door and to firmly switch their political correctness switches to ‘off’ before embarking on
this tour of touchy political and social issues great and small. From Aboriginal land rights to the Fukushima
disaster, right through to Kevin Rudd’s parentage, Ballard is nothing if not a merciless piss-taker. He roams at
will like the proverbial bull in a China shop in his quest to probe into what it is that Australians really think
about a domestic political arena that far too often comes off as trivial and childish, and about a world at large
whose problems inevitably feel too far-off and distant to arouse any real interest in our doing anything about
them. Rounded off with equal parts self-deprecating wit and cheeky audience interaction, Ballard has dreamed
up a delicious comedic recipe with Doing Stuff that definitely won’t fail to discomfort the stuffy and squeamish, whilst no doubt pleasing all those people who only laugh their hardest when they know it’s over something
they really probably shouldn’t be laughing about. – Joshua Reinders

MICHAEL CHAMBERLIN: JOY & DESPAIR
Melbourne mainstay Michael Chamberlin once again proves his comedic prowess with a solid performance
in Joy and Despair. One of the core contributors behind skitHOUSE, Rove and Can Of Worms, Chamberlin
has been taking his breed of stand-up comedy around the country for the better part of a decade. Joy &
Despair sees Chamberlin fight the peaks and troughs of his own existence as he battles life in Sydney, an abusive seven-year-old girl, and the fine art of masturbating with the relentless threat of housemates. Chamberlin
builds genuinely interesting narratives on a concrete foundation of comedy, with only a minor threat of the
perverse and deviant. – Bren Carruthers

MICHAEL WORKMAN: MERCY
In 2011, Michael Workman won the Best Newcomer award at the Melbourne International Comedy Festival
for Heroes. Returning to fresh levels of expectation, Workman proves with his new show Mercy that he is a
stayer in the comedy world. Mercy is a beautiful narrative of personal loss and sacrifice, set against a backdrop
of revolutionary Cuba. Workman deftly manipulates images and a live sound track to transport the audience
into his fantastical world. Gentle humour is woven throughout to aid the progression of the narrative. This
humour, as in real life, allows the audience to come to terms with the hurt and sadness that is risked when we
dare to speak up for what we believe in. 						

// CALENDAR //
MONDAY

TOMMY LITTLE: A FISTFUL OF APOLOGIES
Tommy Little has a lot to apologise for. A vibrant stage presence with effervescent energy and a close rapport
with the audience, Little blasts through his set with tales of roguish misdemeanor and politically incorrect
deeds. Struggling with the new responsibility of being an uncle, Little recounts the life lessons he has learnt in
a bid to find a piece of lasting wisdom to impart to his young niece. Little’s life trajectory has not been without
misplaced advice, and the ensuing comedic potential is fully exploited here. With A Fistful of Apologies, Little
proves that it is the uncalculated, unexpected moments in life that often provide the most embarrassment, the
most need for regret, and the most capacity for joy.

DAVE THORNTON: THE SOME OF ALL PARTS
Dave Thornton’s “The Some of All Parts” was brilliant. His disarming, casual character brought the audience
to immediately like him and, eventually, love him. In the beginning, Thornton promises his audience a simple,
relatable journey upon the themes of self-image and achievement. But, as the show progresses, it becomes clear
that, like a cheeky taxi driver, Thornton intends to take his passengers on a host of entirely unnecessary detours, all of which land the audience in hilariously random places. “The Some of All Parts” shows at the Swiss
House throughout the duration of the festival. It’s highly recommended that you go.

TUESDAY

LOT’S WIFE
WRITERS MEETING
EVERY MONDAY 1:00PM
IN THE LOT’S WIFE LOUNGE

WEDNESDAY

MSA TUESDAYS

MSA UNEARTHED

THURSDAYS IN BLACK

EVERY TUESDAY FROM 12PM
ON THE MENZIES LAWN

EVERY WEDNESDAY FROM 12:30PM
IN THE AIRPORT LOUNGE

EVERY THURSDAY 1:00PM
IN THE WOMEN’S ROOM

MSA BREAKFAST

FREE FOOD MONDAYS EVERY

EVERY WEDNESDAY FROM 8:00 - 10:30
IN THE CELLAR ROOMS, CAMPUS CENTRE

MONDAY 7:00PM
IN THE AIRPORT LOUNGE

16.

ONE WORLD WEEK: APRIL 16TH – 19TH // MENZIES LAWN
AFRICA & AMERICA DAY

THURSDAY

17.

18.

EUROPE DAY

ASIA DAY

19.

AUSTRALIA & MULTICULTURAL DAY

ENVIRONMENT & SOCIAL JUSTICE WEEK: MONDAY APRIL 30 - FRIDAY MAY 4

1.

FUNDRAISING BBQ & BAKE SALE
FOR MRAC FROM 12 - 2PM,
MENZIES LAWN

2.

“GARY FOLEY SPEAKS OUT”
FROM 1PM,
S11, BUILDING 25

3.

“20 YEARS OF MANDATORY
DETENTION, 20 YEARS TOO LONG”
REFUGEE FORUM
FROM 1PM, R2, BUILDING 8
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